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Abstract
This chapter describes the developments since 1970 in general purpose integer
factoring and highlights the contributions of Peter L. Montgomery.
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General purpose integer factoring
Arjen K. Lenstra

5.1 Introduction
General purpose integer factoring refers to methods for integer factorization
that do not take advantage of size-related properties of the unknown factors of
the composite to be factored. Methods that do are special purpose methods,
such as trial division, John Pollard’s rho and p − 1 methods [70, 69] and variants [94, 7], and Hendrik Lenstra’s elliptic curve method [59]. Some of these
methods are discussed in other chapters. The subject of this chapter is general
purpose integer factoring.
In 1970 a new general purpose integer factoring record was set with the fac7
torization of the seventh Fermat number F7 = 22 + 1, a number of 39 decimal
digits [65]. It required about 90 minutes of computing time, accumulated over
a period of seven weeks on an IBM 360/91 computer at the UCLA Campus
Computing Network. In the late 1970s the 78-digit eighth Fermat number was
almost factored by a general purpose method [83]. But its small, 16-digit factor
was discovered in 1980 using Pollard’s rho method [11], with general purpose
factoring achieving 71 digits only in 1984. It leapt to 87 digits in 1987, a development that could for a large part be attributed to Peter Montgomery [16],
requiring on the order of two months of computing time contributed by a modest local network in about a week of wall-clock time. It further jumped ahead to
100 digits in the fall of 1988, the first computation that harvested the Internet’s
computational resources [57].
Around that same time it became necessary to distinguish two different
record-categories [54], a distinction that persists until the present day: records
for general composites, such as cryptographic moduli [81], and records for
composites with a special form, such as Fermat or Cunningham numbers [28,
12]. The first category record stands at 232 decimal digits, with the 2009 factorization of a 768-bit cryptographic modulus [44]; Montgomery’s work was used
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in several steps of this calculation. It required about two thousand core years
of computation, accumulated over a period of almost three years on a wide
variety of computers world-wide. The current record calculation of the second
category is the shared factorization of 2m − 1 for m ∈ {1007, 1009, 1081, 1111,
1129, 1151, 1153, 1159, 1177, 1193, 1199} which required about five thousand
core years over a period of almost five years [22, 45].
In this chapter the various developments are described that contributed to the
progress in general purpose integer factoring since 1970. At first this progress
heavily relied on new algorithms, but this came mostly to a halt around 1992.
Starting in the late 1980s the proliferation of (easily accessible) hardware, the
end of which is still not in sight, played an increasingly important role. For a
different perspective refer to [77].
Throughout this chapter n indicates the composite to be factored. It is assumed that n is odd and not a prime power. An integer k divides an integer m
if m is an integer multiple of k; this is denoted by k|m.

5.2 General purpose factoring
At this point in time all general purpose factoring algorithms and their running
time analyses work in more or less the same way, from a high-level point of
view. The common framework is presented in this section.
General idea. Following Maurice Kraitchik’s variation of Pierre de Fermat’s
method [47, 48], all general purpose factoring methods are congruence of
squares methods. They all construct pairs of integers x, y such that x2 ≡
y2 mod n; from n|x2 − y2 = (x − y)(x + y) it follows that gcd(x − y, n) is a
non-trivial factor of n if x , ±y mod n. Although most congruence of squares
methods are entirely, or to some extent, deterministic, it is reasonable to assume (for some methods this can be proved) that the resulting pairs are more
or less random, under the condition that x2 ≡ y2 mod n. This implies that if n
has r distinct prime factors, then x ≡ ±y mod n with probability 22r . Thus, in
practice a few pairs x, y will suffice to factor n.

5.2.1 Two-step approach
In [65] Michael Morrison and John Brillhart proposed a systematic, two-step
approach to construct pairs x, y as above (see also [92]). Let ω ∈ Z>0 be a
small constant indicating the desired oversquareness (cf. below). (Refer to [85,
82] for squfof, an entirely different method to construct pairs x, y as above; it
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is based on binary quadratic forms and particularly efficient for small values
of n.)
Step one: relation collection. In the first step a finite set P of integers is
selected depending on n, and a set V of |P| + ω relations is sought, where a
relation is a pair (v, ev ) with v ∈ Z and ev = (ev,p ) p∈P ∈ Z|P| such that
Y
w=
pev,p where w ≡ v2 mod n.
(5.1)
p∈P

The central distinguishing feature between the general purpose factoring algorithms described in this chapter is the method by which relations are obtained. For instance, and most elementary, it may simply involve selecting integers v and inspecting if w ≡ v2 mod n allows factorization over P. The set
of representatives for the integers w may be explicitly chosen, for instance as
{0, 1, . . . , n − 1} or as {−b 2n c, . . . , −1, 0, 1, . . . , b 2n c}, or may be implicit in the
way w is generated during the search. The set P is commonly referred to as the
factor base.
Step two: linear algebra. Since the oversquareness ω is strictly positive, the
vectors ev resulting from the first step are linearly dependent. In the second
step linear algebra is used to determine dependencies modulo 2 among the
vectors ev , i.e., non-empty subsets S of V such that all entries of the vector
P
v∈S ev = (s p ) p∈P are even. Each subset S gives rise to a pair
Y sp 
Y 
p 2 mod n.
v mod n, y =
x=
p∈P

v∈S

With Condition (5.1) it follows that x ≡ y mod n. At least ω independent subsets S can be determined, which should lead to at least ω independent chances
of at least 50% to factor n.
Selection of P. Morrison and Brillhart chose P as the set consisting of the
element −1 along with the primes up to some bound B. All noteworthy general
purpose factoring methods since then follow the same two-step approach and
essentially make the same choice for P. The choice of B involves a tradeoff: with a small B only a few relations are needed, but they may be hard to
find, whereas for larger B more relations are required that should, however, be
easier to find. The linear algebra effort does not involve a trade-off: it increases
some way or another as B increases. When the overall effort is minimized, the
optimal choice for B may depend on either of the two separate efforts or both.
Morrison and Brillhart relied on experience to decide on a value for B that
would minimize the relation collection effort for the n-value at hand, knowing
from their experiments that the linear algebra step would be relatively easy as
long as enough memory is available. Richard Schroeppel was the first, during
2
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the mid 1970s, to analyse the trade-off and to derive an expression for the
optimal asymptotic effort needed for the relation collection step [81, Section
IX.A] – disregarding the linear algebra step as he had the same experience that
it would involve only a relatively minor effort. Schroeppel’s analysis required
insight in the probability to find a relation, for which he relied on the result
presented below, even though back then it had not been fully proved yet. The
first to fully (though still heuristically, cf. Section 5.2.3) analyse the known
general purpose integer factoring algorithms was Carl Pomerance in [74].

5.2.2 Smoothness and L-notation
An integer is called B-smooth if all its prime factors are at most B. Smoothness
probabilities and the resulting asymptotic estimates are commonly expressed
using the generalized L-notation. The L-notation was introduced by Pomerance
in [74, Section 2] to (citing Pomerance) “streamline many arguments and to
have the important magnitudes stand out”, reasons that are still valid today.
Following the generalization from [53, (3.16)], denote by L x [r, ψ] any function
of x that is
r

1−r

e(ψ+o(1))(log x) (log log x) , for x → ∞,
where r, ψ ∈ R and 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 and where logarithms are natural. For fixed
r, s, ψ, β ∈ R>0 with s < r ≤ 1, it follows from results by Nicolaas De
Bruijn [30] and E. Rodney Canfield, Paul Erdös and Pomerance [15] (and citing [53]) that a random positive integer at most L x [r, ψ] is L x [s, β]-smooth with
probability L x [r − s, − ψ(r−s)
β ], for x → ∞.
With ψ > 0, the expression L x [0, ψ] is polynomial in log x, whereas L x [1, ψ]
is exponential in log x; for 0 < r < 1, the expression L x [r, ψ] is called subexponential in log x. To illustrate the quote from Pomerance, if r, s, ψ, β ∈ R are
fixed with 0 ≤ s < r ≤ 1 and ψ > 0, then L x [r, ψ]L x [s, β] = L x [r, ψ]: the
factor L x [s, β] disappears in the o(1) in L x [r, ψ]. This includes the case s = 0
where L x [0, β] = (log x)β+o(1) : factors that are fixed rational polynomials in
log x disappear in L x [r, ψ] if r, ψ > 0. Thus, if B = L x [r, ψ] for r, ψ > 0, then
the number π(B) of primes at most B equals B. Note also that L x [r, ψ]L x [r, β] =
L x [r, ψ + β] and L x [r, ψ] + L x [r, β] = L x [r, max(ψ, β)].
Below all efforts expressed in terms of Ln are expected and asymptotic for
n → ∞ and, unless noted otherwise, heuristic. In the remainder of this chapter L is used for Ln .
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5.2.3 Generic analysis
Let S (x, B) denote the average effort to inspect a random positive integer at
most x for B-smoothness, and let M(m) denote the effort to find dependencies
modulo 2 among the columns of an integer m × (m + ω)-matrix. Let L[s, β] for
s, β ∈ R>0 be the upper bound for the primes in P. For each general purpose
factoring method that has been published, there are r, ψ ∈ R>0 such that the
absolute value of each number that is inspected for smoothness (and that leads
to a relation as in (5.1) on page 3 if it is L[s, β]-smooth) is bounded above by
L[r, ψ]: for the number field sieve r = 23 and for all earlier methods r = 1, as
set forth in the sections below. Assuming that these absolute values behave as
random positive integers at most L[r, ψ], the overall factoring effort of almost
all general purpose factoring methods can be expressed as



π(L[s, β]) + ω · L[r − s, ψ(r−s)
S L[r, ψ], L[s, β] + M π(L[s, β]) ; (5.2)
β ]·|
|
{z
} |
{z
}
|
{z
}
{z
}
number of
relations to
be collected

inverse of
smoothness
probability

average effort to
inspect an integer
for smoothness

effort for
linear
algebra

see Section 5.4.1 on page 14 for the exception. For one of the general purpose
methods presented below it can be proved that the numbers to be tested for
smoothness behave, with respect to smoothness properties, as random positive integers at most L[r, ψ]. For that method, Expression (5.2) is the expected
asymptotic factoring effort, for n → ∞. For all other methods the smoothness
assumption is a heuristic assumption that has, so far, been supported by empirical evidence. For those methods, Expression (5.2) is the heuristic expected
asymptotic factoring effort, for n → ∞.
Optimal choices for s, ψ and β depend on the general purpose factoring
method used and on the smoothness testing and linear algebra methods used,
and are derived in the sections below. But a few general observations can be
made that simplify Expression (5.2). It follows from r > 0 and the factor L[r −
s, ψ(r−s)
β ] in the first term of Expression (5.2) that the optimal s must be strictly
positive. With β > 0 this implies that π(L[s, β]) + ω = L[s, β] and, again with
Expression (5.2), that s = 2r is optimal. As a result, the overall factoring effort
becomes
L[ 2r , β +

ψr
r
2β ] S (L[r, ψ], L[ 2 , β])

+ M(L[ 2r , β]).

(5.3)

Further optimization depends on the general purpose factoring method under
consideration, but also on the rules of the game that one decides to play: for
both S (x, B) and M(m) either the historically correct methods (i.e., methods
available at the time the general purpose factoring method was developed) or
the current best methods (i.e., as may have been developed later and thus pos-
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sibly anachronistic) can be used, which may give rise to different outcomes.
This is further discussed below.

5.2.4 Smoothness testing
Trial division consists of testing a non-zero integer w for B-smoothness by
testing if p divides w for all primes p ≤ B, while replacing w by wp and repeating the test for p if indeed p|w. If w = 1 at the end of this process, then
the original w is B-smooth and may lead to a relation as in (5.1) on page 3.
If 1 < w < B2 after trial division, then the original w is B-smooth except for
onelargeprime, i.e., a prime factor larger than B but less than B2 ; such w-values
may lead to a large prime relation, as further discussed in the sections below.
The trial division effort for w is O(B log w) implying that S (L[r, ψ], L[ 2r , β])
would become L[ 2r , β]. Thus, if trial division is used as smoothness test, the first
ψr
r
r
term of Expression (5.3) becomes L[ 2r , β+ ψr
2β ]L[ 2 , β] = L[ 2 , 2β+ 2β ]. Similarly,

using Pollard’s rho method [70] would lead to S (L[r, ψ], L[ 2r , β]) = L[ 2r , β2 ].
The elliptic curve method of factorization may, heuristically, be expected
to
√
1
2
find a factor at most B of a positive integer w at effort O((log w) LB [ 2 , 2]) [59]
(see also [53, 4.3]). It follows that S (L[r, ψ], L[ 2r , β]) would become L[ 2r , 0].
This implies that, if the elliptic curve method is used as smoothness test, the
first term of Expression (5.3) becomes L[ 2r , β + ψr
2β ]. As shown by Pomerance in [75], the heuristic arguments can be removed from the analysis, resulting in a slightly modified elliptic curve-based smoothness test that works
with high probability (see also Section 5.6 on page 44). Although with elliptic
curve-based smoothness testing the S (L[r, ψ], L[ 2r , β])-contribution to Expression (5.3) conveniently vanishes in the o(1), in practice its contribution would
be considerable, in particular compared to sieving as discussed in the next paragraphs – if sieving can be applied.
Sieving amortizes the smoothness testing effort over all values that have to
be tested for smoothness, and achieves the same effect on Expression (5.3) as
elliptic curve-based smoothness testing. In practice, sieving is much preferred
over using elliptic curves, but compared to the latter it has the disadvantage that
it can not be applied in all circumstances: the set of values to be tested must be
the set of values of a polynomial evaluated over sufficiently many integers in
an arithmetic progression (such as a sufficiently large interval of consecutive
integers).
Let I be an interval of consecutive integers such that the length |I| of I is at
least L[ 2r , β] and let d be a small positive integer (d ≤ 2 until Section 5.5 on
page 23). Assume that there exists a degree d polynomial f (X) ∈ Z[X] such
that { f (i) : i ∈ I} is the set of values that has to be tested for L[ 2r , β]-smoothness
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(more general arithmetic progressions are treated in a similar fashion). Sieving
exploits the fact that if p divides f (z) for some z ∈ Z, then p divides f (z + kp)
for all k ∈ Z. Thus, once all roots of f modulo p in {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} have
been determined, all roots of f modulo p in I are found at additional effort at
most d|I|
p . The latter roots correspond to the subset of polynomial-values that
are divisible by p. Root finding modulo a prime p takes (probabilistic) effort
(log p)t for some small constant t. Using |I| ≥ L[ 2r , β], the overall effort of
finding all prime divisors at most L[ 2r , β] of the values in { f (i) : i ∈ I} to be
tested for L[ 2r , β]-smoothness is
X

(5.4)
(log p)t + d|I|
p = |I|
p≤L[ 2r ,β]

P
(where it is used that p≤L[ 2r ,β] 1p ≈ log log(L[ 2r , β])). In the context of Expression (5.3) on page 5, the interval length |I| and thus the overall effort over all |I|
values to be tested for smoothness would be L[ 2r , β + ψr
2β ]. As a result, the average smoothness testing effort S (L[r, ψ], L[ 2r , β]) becomes L[ 2r , 0], namely the
quotient of the number |I| of values to be tested for smoothness and the overall
smoothness testing effort |I|, so that the first term of Expression (5.3) simplifies
to L[ 2r , β + ψr
2β ].
In practice, sieving typically consists of adding a rough approximation of
logb p, for some base b ∈ R>0 , to all sieve locations z + kp ∈ I for k ∈ Z, after a
root z of f modulo p has been computed. After doing this for all (prime, root)
pairs, the locations ` ∈ I at which a total value has been accumulated that is
close to a rough estimate of logb f (`), are inspected more closely by attempting
to factor f (`) over P. Large prime relations can also easily be recognized when
more locations (with smaller but still sufficiently large values) are inspected.
The base b is chosen in such a way that a single byte per sieve location suffices
to represent an approximation to logb f (`) for all ` ∈ I. Montgomery proposed
to choose the initial values of the sieve locations so that a final non-negative
value indicates that the location needs to be inspected for actual smoothness,
because a four- or eight-byte mask can then be used to check four or eight sieve
locations at a time for non-negativity. He also proposed to put a non-negative
value right after the last location to be inspected, so that it suffices to check
the termination condition for ` ∈ I only at locations containing non-negative
values.

5.2.5 Finding dependencies
For all general purpose factoring methods the matrices are sparse, i.e., the
number of non-zero entries per column is at most of order log(L[r, ψ]). Regular
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Gaussian elimination hardly profits from the sparseness: usually, the sparsityadvantage is no longer noticeable after about a fifth of the pivots have been processed. As a result, with regular Gaussian elimination the term M(L[ 2r , β]) in
Expression (5.3) on page 5 becomes L[ 2r , 3β]. If pivots are selected using structured Gaussian elimination [49, 78], the sparse original m × (m + ω)-matrix M
over Z/2Z can often easily be reduced to a dense m0 × (m0 + ω)-matrix M0
over Z/2Z with m0 ≈ m3 , in such a way that dependencies among the columns
of M0 (for instance determined using regular Gaussian elimination) lead to
dependencies among the columns of M. Although this combined approach
does not change the term M(L[ 2r , β]) = L[ 2r , 3β] in Expression (5.3), it was
of great practical importance until the mid 1990s: compared to regular Gaussian elimination, it not just reduced the effort by a factor of approximately 33 ,
it also reduced the storage requirement of m2 bits by a factor of about 32 .
Volker Strassen’s method [88] (applied to M or to M0 ) reduces M(L[ 2r , β]) in
Expression (5.3) to L[ 2r , (log2 7)β]; with the latest variants of the method by
Don Coppersmith and Shmuel Winograd [25, 50, 5] it would become about
L[ 2r , 2.373β].
Block versions of methods by Cornelius Lanczos [24, 67, 64] or Douglas
Wiedemann [93, 23] (see [53, 2.19] for a high-level description) profit much
more effectively from the sparseness of M, because for both methods the effort is dominated by a sequence of O(m) multiplications of the matrix M by a
vector. Both methods find dependencies modulo 2 among the columns of M
in O(mW(M)) bit operations, where the weight W(M) of M is the number of
non-zero entries of M. It follows that the term M(L[ 2r , β]) in Expression (5.3)
can be simplified to L[ 2r , 2β]. Storage requirements are limited to storage of the
original sparse matrix M and an m-dimensional vector over (Z/2Z)k , where
the constant k is the blocking factor used. Refer to Chapter 7 on block Lanczos
for more information on these methods. Montgomery contributed not just to
block Lanczos, but also did a lot of work on a preprocessing step that is commonly used and that is generally referred to as filtering. The main ideas of this
preprocessing step are described in the next section.

5.2.6 Filtering
Let the notation be as in the previous section. Filtering refers to a collection
of methods that aim to transform the m × (m + ω)-matrix M into an m0 ×
(m0 +ω0 )-matrix M0 for which m0 W(M0 ) is smaller than mW(M) and such that
dependencies modulo 2 among the columns of M0 easily lead to dependencies
modulo 2 among the columns of M. The methods of the previous section can
then profitably be applied to M0 instead of M: in practice a speedup of one
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or more orders of magnitude may be expected. Background and more details
about the material presented here can be found in [17, 18, 78]. Moduli different
from 2, as required for the application in Section 5.5.1 on page 24, are handled
in a slightly different but similar manner. Below, M refers to the m × (m + ω)matrix in transition, with changing values for m and ω until M = M0 , m = m0 ,
and ω = ω0 , for the final matrix M.
Filtering proceeds by first removing duplicates of columns that correspond
to identical relations (cf. Section 5.2.1 on page 2), next alternatedly removing
singleton columns and sets of columns that are referred to as cliques, and finally combining the remaining columns in a merge step. These four steps are
further described below. Note that, to avoid useless dependencies, duplicates
must be removed irrespective of attempts to lower mW(M).
Removing duplicates. In practice duplicate relations turn out to be unavoidable: lattice sieving with many distinct special q-primes will produce identical
relations (cf. Section 5.5.2 on page 30), prematurely stopped relation collection jobs may have been restarted, or different relation collection methods may
be used for the same factorization (cf. [19]).
Assuming canonical representations of relations, a few piped Unix commands remove duplicates at minimal human effort. The storage resources and
time required may, however, become substantial. It is common to apply a hash
function to each canonical representation, and to locate and further inspect the
collisions. Appropriate hash functions are easily designed depending on the
application. Refer to [17, Section 2.1] for an example of a hash function proposed by Montgomery that is injective for the relations as generated for the
factorization reported in [19] (so that collisions correspond to duplicate relations).
Removing singletons. If there is a row in M that contains only a single entry
that is non-zero modulo 2 (or another applicable modulus), then the column
containing that non-zero entry can not occur in a dependency. Such columns,
called singletons, can be removed from M. This is easily done using a frequency table, but because each removal may generate one or more new singletons, several passes are normally required before all singletons have been
removed. For large collections of relations each singleton-removal pass is quite
time-consuming, with a quick drop in the number of removals during the later
passes. Continuing until the very end may therefore not be worth the effort.
Removing cliques. To have a better chance to get a low mW(M)-value many
more relations are collected than necessary to make the original matrix oversquare (even until the original ω is much larger than m). As mentioned in [78]
(and as for instance used in the structured Gaussian elimination step of the
factorization reported in [56]) the simplest approach is to remove the excess
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columns in (decreasing) order of their number of odd entries, until the excess
is deemed small enough. But [78] also suggests another approach, which is
further pursued in [17, 18] following ideas of Montgomery. It has become the
most common way to remove the excess columns until ω is reduced to approximately m2 .
The method is, in filtering context, referred to as clique removal, notwithstanding the non-standard definition of cliques. Consider the graph with vertex
set corresponding to the set of relations with an edge connecting two vertices if
there is a row in M such that the two corresponding relations are the only two
relations that share a non-zero entry in that row. The components of this graph
are called cliques in [17]. It follows that removal from M of a single relation
in a clique triggers a chain of singletons in the same clique, so that the clique
can be removed in its entirety. Fast recognition – and removal – of cliques is
therefore an efficient way to deal with large amounts of interdependent excess
columns, while also lowering the number of rows.
With (ev,p ) p∈P denoting a column in M (i.e., a relation), and given a frequency table containing, for each row in M, the total number o p of odd entries
P
in the row for p in M, it is easy to compute the value p∈P:ev,p odd 2−o p for each
column. Cliques may now be removed by removing the columns for which the
computed value is at least 41 . Because this may remove too many other columns
as well, initially a cut-off larger than 41 may be used, gradually lowering it until
a targeted excess remains. The value will be at least 21 for newly created singletons, so they have a good chance to be removed during a next round of clique
removal with an updated frequency table.
Merging. If there is a p ∈ P for which o p = 2, it is advantageous to replace the
two columns in which p occurs an odd number of times by their sum, because
as a result m decreases by at least one and W(M) decreases by at least two.
This is called a two-way merge. After the two-way merges have been carried
out, the process can be repeated for m-way merges, for increasing values of m,
where an m-way merge replaces the m columns sharing a particular p-value
with o p = m by m − 1 independent, pair-wise sums among those m columns.
The least weight-increasing set of m−1 pairs is easily determined as a minimal
spanning tree in the complete graph induced by the m columns. The overall
effect for larger m-values may, however, become counterproductive. Merges
for larger m-values are therefore followed by removal of the heaviest columns,
as long as the oversquareness ω remains large enough.
As a result of the merging step, the final matrix M is written as the product
f of a pre-merger matrix M
f and a merging-transformation matrix T .
M = MT
Because in the preferred methods to find dependencies the same final matrix M
is repeatedly multiplied by a (changing) vector (cf. Section 5.2.5 on page 7),
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f of M if W(M)
f + W(T ) <
it is advantageous to use this representation MT
W(M); this approach was first used in [45].

5.2.7 Overall effort
With these insights (which may be anachronistic, depending on the context),
Expression (5.3) on page 5 becomes
L[ 2r , max(β +

ψr
2β , 2β)].

(5.5)

Optimization of Expression (5.5) still depends on the applicable r- and ψvalues, as further explained below. In more generality, the overall effort can
be expressed as
L[ 2r , max((1 + σ)β +

ψr
2β , µβ)]

(5.6)

with σ representing the smoothness testing effort and µ the linear algebra exponent. The value for σ ranges from 0 (as in Expression (5.5)) for elliptic
curve-based smoothness testing and for sieving (if applicable), to 1 for trial
division (with σ = 12 for Pollard’s rho method). The linear algebra exponent µ
ranges from 2 (as in Expression (5.5)) for the methods by Lanczos and Wiedemann, to 3 for Gaussian elimination (with µ = log2 7 for Strassens’s method
and µ ≈ 2.373 for the Coppersmith-Winograd method). An overview of the
results as of 1983 (some of which may have been improved since then due
to more efficient auxiliary steps) is given in [74, Table on page 93], the most
important ones of which are also presented below.

5.3 Pre-sieving general purpose factoring
Let the notation be as in Section 5.2 on page 2, with P the set of primes up to
L[ 2r , β] for r, β > 0 to be specified below.

5.3.1 Dixon’s random squares method
Not the earliest but conceptually the most straightforward general purpose
factoring method that requires subexponential effort is John Dixon’s random
squares method [33]. It has never been proved to be practical, because by
the time it was proposed more practical methods already existed. The random
squares method selects at random integers v ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1} that have not
been selected before, computes v2 mod n = w ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1}, assumes
that w , 0 (because n can directly be factored if w = 0), uses trial division to
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Q
write w = w0 p∈P pev,p with w0 ∈ Z free of factors in the set of primes P, and
if w0 = 1 adjoins (v, (ev,p ) p∈P ) to the set of relations. Once enough relations
have been found, it uses Gaussian elimination to find dependencies.
Expression (5.6) with σ = 1 and µ = 3 applies to Dixon’s random squares
method. The numbers w that are tested for smoothness can be bounded by
n = L[1, 1], so that r = ψ = 1 and the overall effort becomes:
L[ 21 , max(2β +

1
2β , 3β)],

which is minimized for β = 21 and becomes L[ 12 , 2]. The effort of the matrix
step is L[ 12 , 32 ], which is dominated by the relation collection effort L[ 12 , 2].
√
√
1
Values v for which v < n are useless, but as v < n with probability n− 2 =
L[1, − 12 ] this is unlikely to occur because only L[ 12 , 32 ] values will be selected.
With faster smoothness testing and linear algebra methods (both anachronistic), the overall effort becomes (cf. Expression (5.5) with r = ψ = 1)
1
L[ 21 , max(β + 2β
, 2β)],
√
√
which is minimized for β = 12 2 and becomes L[ 12 , 2]. In this analysis both
steps require the same effort in L-notation, i.e., disregarding everything that
disappears in the o(1)-terms.
Using least absolute√ remainders for w (and adjoining −1 to P) does not
change L[ 21 , 2] or L[ 12 , 2], but should make the method a bit faster in practice.
Both these efforts are larger than the efforts required by the factoring methods considered in the remainder of this chapter. However, for Dixon’s random
squares method the analysis does not involve heuristics. See also Section 5.6
on page 44.

5.3.2 Continued fraction method
The continued fraction method (often referred to as CFRAC) developed by
Morrison and Brillhart [65] represented the state of the art in general purpose
7
integer factoring from 1970, when F7 = 22 + 1 was factored, until the mid
1970s. A special purpose hardware device (the Georgia Cracker) was built
implementing it [80]. The continued fraction method was used to factor many
Cunningham numbers [12]. It inspired the development of faster general purpose factoring methods, as further described in Section 5.4 below.
From the above analysis of Dixon’s random squares method it follows that
there are two main issues that would have to be addressed in order to get a more
efficient factoring method: the speed of the smoothness test and the size of the
integers w to be tested for smoothness. The second issue had already been
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dealt with in the continued fraction methods, several years before Dixon proposed his random squares method. Although generating the w-values is more
cumbersome in the continued fraction method than in Dixon’s random squares
method, this disadvantage is far outweighed by their much smaller size and
thus substantially larger smoothness probability. As explained in detail in [65],
and as follows from for instance [41, Theorem 164], the continued fraction ex√
pansion of n leads to a sequence of triples (vi , ti , wi ) ∈ Z3 for i = 0, 1, 2, . . .
such that
√
(5.7)
v2i − nti2 = (−1)i wi where 0 < wi < 2 n.
It follows that for those i for which wi is found to be smooth, the value vi along
with the vector of exponents of the factorization of wi (including the sign)
√
leads to a relation. With r = 1 and ψ = 12 (as 0 < wi < 2 n = L[1, 12 ]), trial
division (σ = 1), and Gaussian elimination (µ = 3), the overall effort from
Expression (5.6) on page 11 becomes
1
L[ 12 , max(2β + 4β
), 3β],
√
√
√
which is minimized for β = 14 2 and becomes L[ 12 , 2]. The effort L[ 12 , 43 2]
of the matrix step is again dominated by the effort of relation collection, in
accordance with Morrison’s and Brillhart’s practical experience. This asymptotic result was first, and informally, derived in the mid 1970s by Schroeppel:
informal because the effort of the matrix step was not included in his argument;
because the smoothness result used (as stated in Section 5.2.2 on page 4) had
by then not been fully proved yet; because the wi -values are chosen deterministically and can hardly be argued to behave as randomly selected positive
integers at most L[1, 21 ]; and finally because only primes p with Legendre sym
bol np ∈ {0, 1} can occur in the factorizations of the wi -values, thus requiring
the later and more refined argument from [84, Theorem 74].
With σ = 0 and µ = 2 as in Expression (5.5) on page 11 (anachronistic,
because the required methods did not exist yet in 1970), and the customary
heuristic handwaving, the effort is reduced to

L[ 21 , max(β +

1
4β ), 2β],

which is minimized for β = 12 and becomes L[ 12 , 1] (with balanced efforts for
the two steps).
Morrison and Brillhart describe how, depending on n, it is often advantageous to replace n by kn for a small positive multiplier k ∈ Z, in order to boost

the smoothness probabilities by aiming for more small primes with knp = 1

than with np = 1, or even to use several k-values (most likely leading to more
primes that may occur). They also suggest to allow in the factorizations of the
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wi -values a large prime less than the square of the smoothness bound. As mentioned in Section 5.2 on page 2 such large prime relations can be recognized at
no additional effort during trial division. A pair of large prime relations with
the same large prime is easily transformed into a single regular relation (with,
however, on average more non-zero entries in the exponent-vector and thus a
less sparse matrix).

5.4 Linear and quadratic sieve
5.4.1 Linear sieve
Schroeppel found a way to replace trial division by sieving, as introduced in
Section 5.2.4 on page 6, while keeping ψ almost as small as in the continued
fraction method, namely ψ = 21 + o(1). Despite a promising start the practical
potential of his linear sieve was never conclusively shown: according to [83]
8
its first attempted factorization – that of the eighth Fermat number F8 = 22 + 1
in 1980, and a tour de force at that time – was cut short during the first stage
of the linear algebra step, because the factorization of F8 was independently
announced by others (and later reported in [11]). The linear sieve work on F8
remains unpublished till the present day and was, at the time, only known to
those who had been so fortunate to attend the single talk that Schroeppel ever
gave about his linear sieve [83].
In the linear sieve the values tested for smoothness are
√
√
√
√
(5.8)
(i + [ n])( j + [ n]) − n = i j + (i + j)[ n] + [ n]2 − n
for i, j ∈ Z of relatively small absolute value and with, say, |i| ≥ | j|. Values as
in Expression (5.8) have two advantages, and lead to one complication. The
first advantage is that they are easier to generate than the wi -values in Expression (5.7) as used in the continued fraction method, while having a comparable
√
√
smoothness probability: because [ n]2 − n is of order n, each value in Ex√
pression (5.8) is only of order |i + j| n if |i| and | j| are relatively small. More
precisely, if |i| and | j| are bounded by L[ui , γi ] and L[u j , γ j ], respectively, for
some ui , u j < 1, then
√
√
|i j + (i + j)[ n] + [ n]2 − n| ≤ L[ui , γi ]L[u j , γ j ] +
(L[ui , γi ] + L[u j , γ j ])L[1, 21 ] + L[1, 12 ]
= L[1, 12 ].
Thus, when expressed in L-notation the values generated by Expression (5.8)
are of the same order L[1, 12 ] as the wi -values in the continued fraction method,
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√
√
and the smoothness disadvantage of |i + j| n compared to 2 n in the continued
fraction method disappears in the o(1). It follows that r = 1 and ψ = 21 .
The second advantage is that for fixed j Expression (5.8) is a linear polynomial in i. This implies that smoothness testing can be done using sieving.
From the sieving analysis in Section 5.2.4 on page 6 it follows that as long as
the length L[ui , γi ] of the interval of i-values is at least as large as the smoothness bound L[ 21 , β], the sieving effort for a fixed j equals L[ui , γi ]. An overall
sieving effort of L[ui , γi ]L[u j , γ j ] then follows.
√
√
A complication arises from the fact that a smooth w = (i + [ n])( j + [ n]) − n
generated by Expression (5.8) leads to
Y
√
√
(5.9)
w=
pei, j,p where w ≡ (i + [ n])( j + [ n]) mod n
p∈P

which does not conform to Condition (5.1) on page 3. This is easily fixed by
taking i = j, an idea that was discarded by Schroeppel for reasons set forth
below [83]. Schroeppel fixed it in another manner, namely by adjoining to P
√
√
the (i + [ n])- and ( j + [ n])-values with |i| ≤ L[ui , γi ] and | j| ≤ L[u j , γ j ]. With
ei, j,i+[√n] = ei, j, j+[√n] = −1, this turns (5.9) into
Y
√ w √
pei, j,p where (i+[√n])(w j+[√n]) = 1 mod n,
=
(i+[ n])( j+[ n])
p∈P

which is of the required form. As a consequence, however, the cardinality
of P, and thus the number of relations to be found, increases from L[ 21 , β]
to L[ 12 , β] + max(L[ui , γi ], L[u j , γ j ]). To find these relations over a search space
of L[ui , γi ]L[u j , γ j ] elements, it must be the case that

1
L[ui , γi ]L[u j , γ j ] ≥ L[ 12 , β] + max(L[ui , γi ], L[u j , γ j ]) L[ 21 , 4β
]
(5.10)
because, as shown above, the values to be tested for smoothness are of order
L[1, 21 ] and are thus heuristically assumed to be L[ 21 , β]-smooth with probabil1
ity L[ 12 , − 4β
]. It follows that the optimal ui and u j satisfy max(ui , u j ) = 21 . If
1
1
ui , u j then it must be the case that γi ≥ γi + 4β
or that γ j ≥ γ j + 4β
(be1
cause of Condition (5.10)), which is impossible. Thus ui = u j = 2 , simplifying
Condition (5.10) to
L[ 12 , γi + γ j ] ≥ L[ 12 , max(β, γi , γ j ) +

1
4β ]

and thus
γi + γ j ≥ max(β, γi , γ j ) +

1
4β .

(5.11)

The relation effort is bounded from below by L[ui , γi ]L[u j , γ j ] = L[ 12 , γi +
γ j ] (as argued above), attaining this lower bound if γi ≥ β, and the linear
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1
≥ 1 (reaching its minimal
algebra effort is L[ 12 , µ max(β, γi , γ j )]. Because β+ 4β
1
value 1 for β = 2 ) it follows from Condition (5.11) that γi + γ j ≥ 1 and thus
that max(γi , γ j ) ≥ 21 , so that the efforts are bounded from below by L[ 12 , 1]
and L[ 21 , µ2 ], respectively. The minima are achieved for β = γi = γ j = 21 , which
is optimal.

It is impossible to lower the overall effort (thus, if µ > 2, the effort of the
linear algebra step) by balancing the two efforts involved: for β = 12 this is
1
obvious, and if β , 21 , then β + 4β
> 1 and thus max(γi , γ j ) > 21 and the
linear algebra effort becomes larger than L[ 12 , µ2 ]. With (not anachronistic) µ =
log2 7 due to Strassen’s method, the overall effort of Schroeppel’s
linear sieve
√
1
1
narrowly beats the
√ continued fraction method’s L[ 2 , 2] because 2 log2 7 ≈
1.404 < 1.414 ≈ 2 (see also [74, Table on page 93]).
The resulting optimal (but heuristic, expected and asymptotic) relation collection effort L[ 21 , 1] is the factoring effort that was cited in [81, Section IX.A],
neglecting the dominating term L[ 12 , µ2 ] for the linear algebra step. At the time
this was somewhat optimistic but also understandable because experience with
the continued fraction method had shown that the linear algebra effort was consistently negligible compared to the relation collection effort. For the purposes
of [81], the optimism was later justified by the development of faster linear
algebra methods (with µ = 2), and then turned out to be too pessimistic due to
the number field sieve.
Variant with i = j. As mentioned above, Schroeppel considered taking i = j
but rejected this idea, even though (5.9) with i = j would directly conform
√
√
to Condition (5.1) on page 3 without adjoining the (i + [ n])- and ( j + [ n])values to P (while also effectively reducing the size of P by a factor of two, as
shown below). Schroeppel argued that, with i and j independently bounded by
L[ 12 , 12 ], Expression (5.8) on page 14 generates a total of L[ 12 , 1] values that are
√
all bounded by L[ 21 , 12 ] n in absolute value [83]. To generate the same number
of values with i = j, the bound on i becomes L[ 21 , 1], resulting in a bound of
√
L[ 12 , 1] n on the absolute values generated by Expression (5.8) on page 14. In
√
√
L-notation, L[ 12 , 12 ] n and L[ 12 , 1] n are both equal to L[1, 12 ], and both lead
1
]. But in practice the choice i = j leads
to smoothness probability L[ 21 , − 4β
to noticeably lower smoothness probabilities. The latter effect was perceived
to be worse than having to generate about twice as many relations, because it
would result in an overall slowdown of the relation collection step. The more
cumbersome linear algebra step that Schroeppel had to deal with by allowing
i , j was considered to be a mere nuisance because, so far, the matrix effort
had been futile compared to the relation collection effort. New developments,
however, and to some extent Schroeppel’s own analysis and experience, proved
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him wrong, because it turned out that even with i = j the i-values can be kept
small, as further shown in Section 5.4.3 on the next page and Section 5.4.4
on page 19. Schroeppel also reported [83] that he initially rejected the use
of a multiplier as had been used in the continued fraction method, but later
reconsidered, and that he allowed two large primes per relation, about a decade
before that was independently done in [58].

5.4.2 Quadratic sieving: plain
Unfazed by the issue pointed out by Schroeppel, Pomerance proposed using
Schroeppel’s linear sieve with i = j. He called it quadratic sieve because,
similar to Schroeppel’s linear sieve, it uses a sieve to locate smooth values of
the quadratic polynomial
√
√
√
(5.12)
(i + [ n])2 − n = i2 + 2i[ n] + [ n]2 − n
(cf. Section 5.2.4 on page 6). Pomerance’s description [74] is the first paper
containing careful and accessible explanations and thorough analyses of general purpose factoring methods and their variants, setting an example for later
publications and turning the subject into a more serious scientific endeavor.
Initial results obtained by the quadratic sieve were not stellar, with [37] reporting a 47-digit factorization; this may be compared to Schroeppel’s 78-digit
linear sieve effort that was aborted during the linear algebra step, and which
had, at the time, garnered little or no attention. It took several additional contributions – notably by Jim Davis, Diane Holdridge and Gus Simmons, by
Montgomery, and by Pomerance, Jeffrey Smith and Randy Tuler – to turn the
quadratic sieve into the state of the art in general purpose integer factoring, a
position it held until 1994. These developments are described below.
An advantage of quadratic sieve over linear sieve is the simplified analysis
and, for µ > 2, its better overall heuristic asymptotic effort. Because i = j, the
generic analysis from Section 5.2.3 on page 5 applies with r = 1, ψ = 12 , and
σ = 0 in Expression (5.6) on page 11. More precisely, redoing the linear sieve
effort analysis with i = j, the original cardinality L[ 12 , β] of P and an i-interval
of length L[u, γ] for some u and γ with 0 < u < 1 and γ > 0, Condition (5.10)
on page 15 simplifies to
L[u, γ] ≥ L[ 21 , β +

1
4β ]

(5.13)

because the values to be tested for smoothness, in absolute value bounded
by L[u, γ]L[1, 21 ] = L[1, 12 ] (since u < 1), are heuristically assumed to be
1
L[ 21 , β]-smooth with probability L[ 12 , − 4β
]. It follows from Condition (5.13)
1
that L[u, γ] ≥ L[ 2 , β] so that, with the sieving analysis from Section 5.2.4
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on page 6, the relation collection effort becomes L[u, γ]. Minimizing the sum
of the relation collection effort L[u, γ] and the linear algebra effort L[ 12 , µβ]
1
under Condition (5.13), first leads to u = 12 and then with γ = β + 4β
to
1
1
overall effort L[ 2 , max(β + 4β , µβ)] (as indeed in Expression (5.6) with r = 1,
√
, and σ = 0), which depends on µ. For µ = 3 it results in β = 14 2 and
ψ = 21√
L[ 12 , 34 2] = L[ 12 , 1.061] and for µ = log2 7 in β = 0.372 and L[ 21 , 1.044]. For
µ = 2 it results in β = 12 and reaches its minimal value L[ 21 , 1]. In all cases the
efforts of the two steps are balanced.
√
√
If p divides (i + [ n])2 − n then n ≡ (i + [ n])2 mod p, so that n is a square

modulo p. It follows that only primes p with Legendre symbol np = 1 can
occur in the factorizations of values generated by Expression (5.12), as in the
continued fraction method. Following Morrison and Brillhart, the use of a suit
able multiplier is therefore recommended. Also, the condition np = 1 effectively halves the size of P, making the quadratic sieve linear algebra step in
practice yet again easier compared to linear sieve. Because Expression (5.12)
is a quadratic polynomial in i, finding the roots modulo the primes in P is
more cumbersome than for the linear polynomials in the linear sieve; this issue
is further discussed on page 22 in Section 5.4.4. The growth of the polynomial values behaves according to Schroeppel’s prediction and has a noticeably
counterproductive effect compared to linear sieve. In the remainder of this section it is shown how this problem was overcome. When expressed in the Lnotation, all variants presented below require the same effort: the speedups,
though practically worthwhile, all disappear in the o(1).

5.4.3 Quadratic sieving: fancy
Davis, Holdridge and Simmons in [29] were the first who managed to avoid a
single large sieving interval and the resulting growth of the values to be tested
for smoothness. Their method, referred to by the authors as quadratic sieving:
fancy, proved to be more effective than the plain quadratic sieve as used in [37].
In 1984 it was used to set a 71-digit factorization record: on a Cray X-MP
mainframe computer the relation collection took 8.75 hours, followed by 45
minutes for the linear algebra.
Assume that as a result of regular sieving over i ∈ I with the polynomial
in Expression (5.12) on page 17 a number of large prime relations (cf. Section 5.2.4 on page 6) has been found, each involving a single prime larger than
the smoothness bound, but smaller than its square. For each such large prime
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Y
√

(iq + [ n])2 − n = q
peiq ,p
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(5.14)

p∈P

involving a large prime q and an integer iq with iq ∈ I, Davis, Holdridge and
Simmons use a sieve over i ∈ I 0 to find smooth values of the quadratic integer
polynomial
√
(qi+iq +[ n])2 −n
q

√
= qi2 + 2i(iq + [ n]) +

√
(iq +[ n])2 −n
.
q

(5.15)

Each new smooth value thus found corresponds to a new large prime relation involving the large prime q, and can be combined with large prime relation (5.14) to produce a regular relation (which is, however, less sparse). If
I 0 ⊆ I, the values of the polynomial in Expression (5.15) may be assumed to
have smoothness probabilities comparable to or better than the values encountered during the sieve using the polynomial in Expression (5.12).
The advantage compared to the plain quadratic sieve is that a new sieve can
be used for each large prime relation found as a result of the sieve using Expression (5.12). In particular, both I and I 0 can be chosen considerably smaller
than the single large sieving interval used in the plain quadratic sieve. In [29]
it is reported that with judicious choices for I and I 0 composites of approximately 64 digits could be factored at the same effort as approximately 56-digit
ones using the original method.

5.4.4 Multiple polynomial quadratic sieve
In the mid 1980s, and independent of Davis, Holdridge and Simmons, Montgomery invented another way to keep the polynomial values in quadratic sieve
relatively small. His method, now known as the multiple polynomial quadratic
sieve, was published in [87] and quickly became the general purpose factoring
method of choice. It allows straightforward embarrassingly parallel implementation, making it perfectly suitable to use the idle time of the networks of
desktop computers that were emerging around that time. Indeed, in [87] the
multiple polynomial quadratic sieve was used to factor an 81-digit composite
on a local network, the first general purpose factorization surpassing Schroeppel’s aborted 78-digit F8 -attempt, later reaching 87 digits as further described
by Thomas Caron and Robert Silverman in [16]. This was quickly and independently followed by the first scientific distributed Internet computation
that the author is aware of, reaching for the first time a 100-digit general purpose factorization, as described by the author and Mark Manasse in [57]. The
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Figure 5.1 Proof of the factorization of the Scientific American challenge.

independent, non-networked but nevertheless widely parallelized implementation described in [4] trailed this development by a few unfortunate months;
it was particularly challenging because it required daily, campus-wide floppydisk collection and distribution [76].
Probably the most prominent result obtained using the multiple polynomial
quadratic sieve was the 1994 factorization of the 129-digit challenge published in the August 1977 issue of Scientific American, solved in [6] by Derek
Atkins, Michael Graff, the author and Paul Leyland (cf. Figure 5.1). It used
the software from [57] and did not take advantage of the somewhat faster selfinitializing method described at the end of this section, because improving the
software was not found to be worth the effort: around that time the much more
promising method from Section 5.5.3 on page 37 was about to become practical and competitive with the quadratic sieve (refer to [38, Section 5] for a
direct comparison). Indeed, in [6] the 129-digit quadratic sieve factorization
was already referred to as “probably the last gasp of an elderly workhorse”.
Two other old workhorses that were used for the last time for a record factorization were the combination of structured and regular Gaussian elimination
(cf. Section 5.2.5 on page 7) and the 16 384-core massively parallel MasPar
supercomputer: half a day on a desktop to reduce the original sparse bit-matrix
M with m ≈ 525 000 to a dense matrix M0 with m0 ≈ 188 000, followed by
two days of regular Gaussian elimination on the MasPar to find dependencies
among the columns of M0 .
Montgomery showed how to construct a virtually limitless supply of integer
polynomials f as in Expression (5.12) on page 17 and Expression (5.15) by
focusing on their two crucial properties. The first of these is that they have a
non-zero discriminant that is zero modulo n: this ensures that a smooth value
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leads to a relation as in Condition (5.1) on page 3. The second is that, for any
√
arbitrarily selected γ ≥ β, the polynomial values must be bounded by L[ 21 , γ] n
over the sieving interval of length L[ 12 , γ]. This guarantees not just the usual
1
L[ 12 , β]-smoothness probability L[ 12 , − 4β
] but also makes it possible to sieve
1
− γ]
with many polynomials over short sieving intervals: in theory L[ 21 , β + 4β
1
polynomials, each over an interval of length L[ 2 , γ]. In Expressions (5.12)
and (5.15) this is achieved for polynomials of a specific form and specific γvalues, but there are many degrees of freedom that can be exploited, as shown
below.
Following Montgomery’s construction as described in [87] and [53, 4.16],
consider values f (i) of the quadratic integer polynomial
f (X) = a2 X 2 + bX + c

(5.16)

for integers i with |i| ≤ L[ 12 , γ], with integers a, b, c such that the discriminant
∆ = b2 − 4a2 c of f is a small odd multiple of n. It follows that
f (i) ≡ (ai +

b 2
2a )

mod n,

so that each L[ 12 , β]-smooth f (i) leads to a relation as in Condition (5.1) on
√
page 3. To bound f (i) by L[ 12 , γ] n for |i| ≤ L[ 12 , γ], the leading coefficient a2
of f must be of order

√
n
.
L[ 12 ,γ]

Furthermore, to maximize the probability that

f (i) is divisible by primes at most L[ 21 , γ], the leading coefficient a2 must be
free of prime factors at most L[ 12 , γ]. These two conditions are satisfied if a is
chosen as a prime number such that a2 ≈

√
∆
.
L[ 12 ,γ]

To make sure that a solution

to b ≡ ∆ mod 4a is easy to find as well, a is chosen such that a ≡ 3 mod 4

a+1
and with Legendre symbol ∆a equal to one: it follows that b̃ = ∆ 4 mod a
satisfies b̃2 ≡ ∆ mod a, after which b̃ is lifted to b with b2 ≡ ∆ mod 4a2 by
first solving (b̃ + ka)2 ≡ ∆ mod a2 for k, which leads to

2
k = ∆−ab̃ (2b̃)−1 mod a mod a
2

2

(known as Hensel’s lemma), and defining b = b̃ + ka or b = b̃ + ka − a2
depending on which of√the two is the proper,
odd choice. The resulting b and
√
2
∆
1
and
L[
c = b4a−∆
are
of
order
,
γ]
∆,
respectively,
as required.
2
2
L[ 12 ,γ]
The number of suitable a-values, and thus of suitable polynomials f (X) as
1
in (5.16), is of order n 4 +o(1) . It is therefore a simple matter to parallelize the
sieving effort for the multiple polynomial quadratic sieve: for any n-value for
which it is worthwhile to parallelize the factoring effort, disjoint intervals containing an adequate supply of a-values can be farmed out to any realistic number of sieving clients, with the resulting relations collected at a central location.
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This is how [87, 16] and, independently but later and on a larger scale, [57]
worked.
Further improvements. Selecting the best value for γ involves a trade-off
because smaller γ-values result in higher smoothness probabilities (of, on average, smaller f (i)-values), but also in more frequent sieve initialization, i.e.,
computing the roots of the polynomial f (X) modulo all primes p ≤ L[ 12 , β]

with np = 1. This requires the relatively costly calculation of a−1 modulo all
those primes. As shown in [79], Montgomery’s construction of a and b allows
a further generalization where a single a, chosen as the product of ` distinct
primes from a collection of κ (much smaller) primes, gives rise to 2`−1 distinct
b-values. In this so-called self-initializing quadratic sieve, due to Pomerance,

Smith, and Tuler, the 2`−1 polynomials resulting from each of the κ` choices
for a, can be ordered in such a way that the roots modulo p for the current
polynomial lead with a few additions modulo p to the roots of the next polyno
mial. In this way the costly inversions can essentially be amortized over κ` 2`−1
polynomials, leading to a speedup of about a factor of two over the multiple
polynomial quadratic sieve [20]. Refer to [79], [4] and [68] for details and
to [43] for a recent improvement.
An additional speedup of a similar order of magnitude can be obtained by
allowing more than a single large prime per relation, as shown for the multiple
polynomial quadratic sieve in [58] (re-inventing what Schroeppel had already
used for linear sieve, but had never published) and in [61].
Though relevant and of some interest when they occurred, with hindsight all
developments since the continued fraction method sketched above were only
rather modest improvements of its basic idea. Probably the biggest single contributions were Schroeppel’s informal first analysis of the smoothness bound
trade-off and his introduction of sieving, followed by Pomerance’s influential
more formal treatment of the subject in [74]. The constant c in the factoring
effort estimate L[ 12 , c] slowly decreased over time, but got stuck at c = 1: as
further shown below, (failed) attempts to further reduce c were not sufficiently
ambitious by targeting the wrong constant in L[ 21 , 1]. An example is the cubic sieve algorithm, a never realized extension of the approach from [24] (see
also [53, Section 4.E]).
As follows from Expression (5.6) on page 11, no general purpose factoring
method that is based on the two-step approach from Section 5.2.1 on page 2
can improve on L[ 12 , c] for positive c as long as the numbers to be tested for
smoothness are of order L[1, ψ] = nψ+o(1) for positive ψ. It took a new idea (or,
actually, a sequence of new ideas) to replace this constant power nψ+o(1) of n
by a vanishingly small power of n: more precisely, by L[ 32 , ψ] = no(1) , which
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then results in overall effort L[ 13 , c] for some positive c (cf. Expression (5.6)).
This is further explained in the next section.

5.5 Number field sieve
While the polishing efforts described in the previous section were underway,
an independent development took place that started as a cottage industry (cf.
Figure 5.2) but that quickly took center stage. Triggered by the factorizations
of the seventh Fermat number F7 in 1970 and the eighth Fermat number F8
in 1980 (cf. sections 5.3.2 on page 12 and 5.4.1 on page 14), and rightly concluding from [57] that the ninth Fermat number F9 would be out of reach of
general purpose factoring methods for the foreseeable future unless a breakthrough would occur, Pollard designed, in 1988, a new factorization method
specifically targeted at Fermat numbers. After using it to factor F7 on his 8-bit
Philips P2012 computer (with 64K random access memory and two 640K disk
drives), he sent a description of his method (later published as [72]) to Andrew
Odlyzko, accompanied by a letter, dated August 31, 1988, with Richard Brent,
John Brillhart, Hendrik Lenstra, Claus Schnorr, and Hiromi Suyama in copy:
For a 40-digit
longer than QS
for those able
advantage over

number the time is perhaps a little
on my computer. With larger numbers,
to attempt them, it may have an
QS.

...
(Perhaps I am talking nonsense?).

...
If F9 is still unfactored, then it might be a
candidate for this kind of method eventually?
I would be grateful for any comments.

Pollard was, of course, known for not talking nonsense, but Odlyzko did not
take the bait. Lenstra, however, did. This led not only to the factorization of F9
in 1990 – to Pollard’s great numerological relief – but more importantly to the
development of the number field sieve integer factoring method, the current
state of the art in general purpose integer factorization. As sketched below,
Montgomery later played an active role in the auxiliary steps that turned the
number field sieve into a practical factoring method.
Pollard’s original method, factoring with cubic integers as described in [72],
applied only to integers of a special form. It led to the factorization method
in [55] which was called the number field sieve (cf. [3]) and which was more
general than Pollard’s method because it could use quartic, quintic, etc. instead
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Figure 5.2 Tidmarsh Cottage, the birthplace of the number field sieve.

of just cubic integers, but which still only applied to composites of a special
form. This restriction was removed in [14], at which point the original number field sieve became known as the special number field sieve, and the new
method from [14] as the general number field sieve. At this point in time, the
“general” is dropped most of the time. In this section the various historical
developments before and after Pollard’s method from [72] and as collected
in [54] are described.

5.5.1 Earlier methods to compute discrete logarithms
Compared to earlier general purpose integer factorization methods, Pollard’s
method in [72] introduced two main new ingredients: factorization into prime
ideals of certain elements of an algebraic number field of degree three (or
higher), and homomorphically mapping such elements to integers modulo n to
get two distinct factorizations that are identical modulo n. Both ingredients had
already been used for quadratic fields by Coppersmith, Odlyzko and Schroeppel in their Gaussian integer method from [24] to compute discrete logarithms
over prime fields, a method that is related to Taher ElGamal’s method from [35]
to compute discrete logarithms over quadratic extensions of prime fields using
prime ideal factorizations. The latter method was a generalization of an ear-
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lier method to compute discrete logarithms over prime fields [92, 1] (and as
mentioned in [71, Section 1]), which in turn was based on the same two-step
approach to integer factorization described in Section 5.2.1 on page 2. The
developments from [92, 1] via [35] to [24] that would ultimately lead to [72]
and [54] are described below.
Discrete logarithms over prime fields. Let q be a prime number and let g be
a generator of the multiplicative group F×q of the finite field Fq of q elements.
The discrete logarithm of h ∈ hgi with respect to g, denoted logg h, is the
x ∈ Z/(q − 1)Z such that g x = h. As shown in [92], the two-step approach to
integer factorization from Section 5.2.1 can also be used to compute discrete
logarithms, with Leonard Adleman in [1] being the first to use Schroeppel’s
approach to analyse that the required effort is subexponential in log q (cf. Section 5.2.2 on page 4). If in Dixon’s random squares method from Section 5.3.1
on page 11 the values w are selected as w = gχ ∈ Fq for random exponents
χ ∈ Z/(q − 1)Z (and identifying Fq in the canonical manner with the set of
Q
integers {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}), a relation w = p∈P peχ,p leads to the identity
X

χ=
eχ,p logg p mod (q − 1).
p∈P

With |P| linearly independent relations the values logg p for p ∈ P can be
found using linear algebra modulo q − 1, after which, for each h for which
logg h must be calculated, values τ ∈ Z/(q − 1)Z are randomly selected until
Q
hgτ = p∈P peτ,p so that
X

logg h =
eτ,p logg p − τ mod (q − 1).
p∈P

Discrete logarithms over general finite fields. The above method works because of the canonical identification between the elements of Fq and the elements of the set of integers {0, 1, . . . , q−1}. This makes it possible to embed Fq
into the integers while transferring smoothness-related properties of the set of
integers {0, 1, . . . , q − 1} to the corresponding elements of Fq . Given this simple approach, it is a natural question to ask what happens if prime fields are
replaced by extension fields. In [67] it is shown that the same approach works
again for fixed constant field characteristic q with the extension degree d going to infinity: with f (X) ∈ Fq [X] irreducible of degree d, the extension field
Fqd is isomorphic to (Fq [X])/( f ), which is naturally embedded in Fq [X]. An
extension field element can thus be defined to be smooth if the corresponding
polynomial of degree at most d − 1 in Fq [X] factors into polynomials in Fq [X]
of sufficiently small degrees. The required effort is of the form Lq [ 21 , c] for
constant c ∈ R>0 , i.e., subexponential in d (see [67] and also [53, 3.9-3.12]).
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More refined methods exploit the considerable degree of freedom in the representation of field elements if the characteristic is fixed (but d → ∞). Coppersmith, in his 1984 paper [21], was the first to achieve L[ 13 , c]. After almost
three decades this line of research was picked up again, resulting in a sequence
of dramatic further improvements [39, 42, 8, 40].
Discrete logarithms over quadratic extension fields. Naively doing the same
for d = 2 to compute discrete logarithms in Fq2 , with prime q, fails because the
elements of Fq2 would be identified with polynomials of degree at most one
in Fq [X], via the isomorphism between Fq2 and (Fq [X])/( f ). With the above
definition of smoothness of polynomials, all elements are smooth and the algorithm becomes meaningless. ElGamal in [35] showed how to fix this. First
he uses the same isomorphism Fq2 ' (Fq [X])/( f ) for the calculation of the
w-values, which will be degree one polynomials in X over Fq . In these polynomials he replaces X and Fq by α and Z, respectively, where α is a zero of f
regarded as an irreducible polynomial in Z[X] (with the usual canonical map
between Fq and the set of integers {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}, and where irreducibility
over Z follows from irreducibility modulo q). This results in w-values in Z[α],
the smoothness of which is then defined in terms of a smooth prime ideal factorization in the algebraic number field Q(α) ' Q[X]/( f ).
Prime ideal factorization. As described in [35, Appendix C] for quadratic
number fields and for higher degree number fields in [55], [14] and [56], prime
ideal factorizations in Q(α) lead to a myriad of issues. The present informal
description is loosely based on [35, Appendix C] and [55, Sections 2, 3, 5] to
cover both the present discrete logarithm application and the number field sieve
in Section 5.5 on page 23. For simplicity it is assumed that Z[α] is a unique
factorization domain; for the more general case refer to [35, Appendix C], [55,
Section 3] and [14].
Assume that f is monic and of degree d as above. Because the field Fqd is
isomorphic to (Fq [X])/( f ), the generator g of the multiplicative group F×qd of
Fqd can be represented as a polynomial g(X) ∈ (Fq [X])/( f ) of degree at most
d − 1. For random χ ∈ Z/(qd − 1)Z, the element w = gχ ∈ F×qd is calculated
as g(X)χ ∈ (Fq [X])/( f ), which results in a polynomial w(X) = (Fq [X])/( f ) of
degree at most d−1. For the present purpose d = 2, so that the polynomial w(X)
has degree at most one. Although in sections 5.5.2, 5.5.3, and 5.5.4 below
more general d-values are used, the different construction that is used there also
leads to polynomials w(X) ∈ (Fq [X])/( f ) of degree at most one. The resulting
polynomial w(X) can thus be written as a − bX ∈ (Fq [X])/( f ). This polynomial
is interpreted as a − bα ∈ Z[α], tested for smoothness in Z[α], and if smooth
written as a product over Z[α] of prime elements in Z[α]. From this product a
relation then follows. The test for smoothness is straightforward: a − bα is B-
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smooth if and only if its norm N(a − bα) = bd f ab ∈ Z is B-smooth (note that
the norm is a degree d integer polynomial that is homogeneous in a and b). The
remaining steps are more involved, as briefly described in the next paragraphs.
Integer factors that a and b may have in common are easily dealt with in
the usual manner. Therefore let gcd(a, b) = 1 from now on, and let N(a − bα)
(and thus a − bα) be B-smooth. One could now hope that if N(a − bα) =
Q
Q
ea,b,p
for some set of primes P, then a−bα = p∈P pea,b,p with P denoting
p∈P p
a set of prime elements in Z[α] that corresponds one way or another to P.
This is indeed the case if “prime element” means prime ideal; the equality
is interpreted as the factorization of the ideal (a − bα) into prime ideals; and
if a final issue is addressed: generally speaking a prime ideal is not uniquely
identified by its norm, so ambiguities have to be resolved. The latter is easily

done too: because N(a − bα) = bd f ba , a prime p divides N(a − bα) if and only
if ab mod p is a root of f modulo p. Therefore, it suffices to define
P = {(p, z) : p prime, p ≤ B, z ∈ Z, 0 ≤ z < p, f (z) ≡ 0 mod p}
and to rewrite the above factorization of N(a − bα) as
Y
N(a − bα) =
pea,b,p,z
(p,z)∈P

where ea,b,p,z = 0 if a , bz mod p. Note that for d = 2 at most two pairs in P
share the same prime. After identifying each pair (p, z) ∈ P with the prime
ideal p generated by p and z − α, the prime factorization of N(a − bα) over P
corresponds to the prime ideal factorization
Y
(a − bα) =
pea,b,p
(5.17)
p∈P

of the ideal (a − bα). These prime ideals p are first degree prime ideals and are
the only prime ideals that can occur in the prime ideal factorization of ideals
of the form (a − bα).
Two more issues must be addressed to turn Equation (5.17) into a factorization of the element a − bα ∈ Z[α] that holds over Z[α] = (Z[X])/( f ) and
that can thus be turned into a factorization in (Fq [X])/( f ) ' Fqd . The latter
is required for ElGamal’s method to compute discrete logarithms in Fq2 and
for the early version of the special number field sieve – later it turned out that
the prime ideal factorization in Equation (5.17) suffices (thanks to two other
additional ideas, mentioned on pages 39 and 41 in Section 5.5.3).
Factoring a − bα over Z[α]. As is, in Equation (5.17), the ideal p generated
by p and z − α does not contribute in a useful or meaningful fashion to a
factorization of a−bα over Z[α], because p can not be interpreted as an element
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of Z[α]. In the context of [35] and [55] this can be fixed by determining,
for each p = (p, z − α) ∈ P, an element gp ∈ Z[α] that generates the same
ideal as p: this is the case if the norm N(gp ) of gp equals p and gp regarded
as a polynomial of degree at most d − 1 has a root z modulo p. Here N(gp )
is as above if d = 2 (in which case gp is a polynomial in α of degree at most
one); in general N(gp ) is a degree d integer polynomial that depends on f and
that is homogeneous in the d coefficients of gp (see also [55, 3.6]). In [35,
Lemma 4] and [55, Section 3] a search-process is described that determines gp
for all p ∈ P and that is efficient for the polynomials at hand in [35] and [55].
Essentially, degree d − 1 integer polynomials with relatively small coefficients
are inspected until all generators gp have been found. Once all found, the prime
ideal factorization (5.17) of the ideal (a − bα) can be rewritten as
Y
(a − bα) =
(gp )ea,b,p .
(5.18)
p∈P

Even though gp ∈ Z[α], Equation (5.18) may not yet be the factorization of
a − bα over Z[α] that is aimed for, because the prime ideal generators gp are
not unique. In principle, any choice for gp is as good as any other one, but
different choices would lead to different factorizations of a − bα, which can
not be correct. This final issue is resolved by finding the unit contribution:
if gp and ḡp are distinct but generate the same prime ideal, then their quotient
is a polynomial u , 1 in Z[α] of norm equal to one. Such a u is a unit. In
more generality, given a choice of prime ideal generators gp for all p ∈ P, the
Q
quotient ua,b of a − bα and p∈P (gp )ea,b,p satisfying Equation (5.18) is called
the unit contribution. To be able to deal with the unit contributions, each much
be written as a product over a fixed set of units. This is done as follows.
During the search for the prime ideals generators gp , a minimal finite set U ⊂
Z[α] of units can be determined that multiplicatively generates all units, directly by keeping the polynomials of norm equal to one or by considering
quotients of two generators that have, in absolute value, the same norm [55,
Section 3]. Once U has been determined, integers ea,b,u can be found such that
Q
ua,b = u∈U uea,b,u . This can be done using table look-up or using (much faster)
complex embeddings as described in [55, Section 5]. As a result it is found that
Y
 Y ea,b,p 
a − bα =
uea,b,u
gp
(5.19)
u∈U

p∈P

holds over Z[α] = (Z[X])/( f ).
Wrapping up discrete logarithms over quadratic extension fields. Returning, for d = 2, to where a − bα came from, namely from gχ = a − bX ∈
(Fq [X])/( f ) ' Fq2 where g generates F×q2 and χ is chosen at random from
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Z/(q2 − 1)Z, Equation (5.19) is the relation that follows from the smoothness
of a − bα. With X substituted for α (also in all u ∈ U and in gp for all p ∈ P)
it holds for integer polynomials modulo the polynomial f (X) ∈ Z[X]. It thus
holds modulo q too and, with all polynomials interpreted as elements of Fq2 ,
leads to
X
X

χ = logg (a − bX) =
ea,b,u logg u +
ea,b,p logg gp mod (q2 − 1).
u∈U

p∈P

As usual, with |U| + |P| relations the discrete logarithms of all u ∈ U and all gp
for p ∈ P can be found using linear algebra modulo q2 − 1. Individual discrete
logarithms can then be calculated as described above. In [35] ElGamal has
shown that the required effort is subexponential in log q.
Gaussian integer method. Returning to the computation of discrete logarithms over prime fields Fq , in [24] Coppersmith, Odlyzko and Schroeppel
show how the ideas of Schroeppel’s linear sieve can be used to substantially
speed up the basic algorithm described in one of the earliest paragraphs of this
section. One of their methods combines Gaussian integers (similar to ElGamal’s method sketched above, with d = 2) with a homomorphism between the
set Z[i] of Gaussian integers and the ring Z/qZ of integers modulo q to find
two distinct factorizations that are the same modulo q. This combination can
be interpreted as the degree two version of what was later used in the number
field sieve for general degrees, and is briefly described below.
Let f (X) = X 2 −t ∈ Z[X], where |t| is small, t < 0, and t is a quadratic residue
modulo q. With α such that f (α) = 0, the same assumption as above is made
that Z[α] is a unique factorization domain (unnecessarily limiting the choice
of t to just nine possibilities for the present simplified description). With m ∈ Z
such that m2 ≡ t mod q, the mapping ϕ from Z[α] to Z/qZ that maps a − bα
to a − bm mod q is a ring homomorphism because f (α) = 0 ≡ f (m) mod q. It
follows that if the integer a − bm is B-smooth and the Gaussian integer a − bα
is smooth as in Equation (5.19), and where a and b are coprime as usual, then
Y
pea,b,p = a − bm ≡ ϕ(a − bα) mod q
p≤B

and
ϕ(a − bα) = ϕ

Y
u∈U

uea,b,u

 Y

e

gpa,b,p

!

=

Y

p∈P

u∈U

ϕ(u)ea,b,u

 Y
p∈P

This leads to the relation
Y

Y
 Y
ϕ(u)ea,b,u
ϕ(gp )ea,b,p mod q
pea,b,p ≡
p≤B

u∈U

p∈P


ϕ(gp )ea,b,p .

(5.20)
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and thus to the identity
X
X
X

ea,b,p logg p ≡
ea,b,u logg ϕ(u) +
ea,b,p logg ϕ(gp ) mod (q − 1)
p≤B

u∈U

p∈P

between the discrete logarithms of a specific set of elements of F×q ' (Z/qZ)× .
With sufficiently many identities of this sort, all these discrete logarithms can
be determined – assuming logg g = 1 is among them – after which individual
logarithms can be found in, more or less, the customary fashion.
√
In [24] integers y, z of order q with yz ≡ m mod q are determined (by interrupting the iteration of the extended Euclidean calculation of m−1 mod q
approximately halfway) to replace a − bm of approximate order q by z(a −
√
bm) ≡ az − by mod q of approximate order q. This considerably increases
the smoothness probabilities, at the cost of introducing an additional factor z
on the right-hand side of Relation (5.20) (and an additional term logg z on the
right-hand side of the ensuing identity modulo q − 1), but the basic idea remains the same. After this modification, the overall required effort becomes
Lq [ 12 , 1], using, for the first time, the Lanczos method and thus µ = 2 (cf. Section 5.2.5 on page 7 and Section 5.2.7 on page 11) for the linear algebra step.
The method has for a long time been competitive with later number field sieve
based discrete logarithm methods [91].
Interestingly, with |a|, |b| ≤ Lq [ 12 , 12 ], the smoothness probabilities of the
integers and of the algebraic integers are unbalanced: for the integers az−by the
probability is Lq [ 12 , − 12 ], for the algebraic integers the smoothness is bounded
below by a positive constant [24]. If a larger degree polynomial f (X) is used,
then the probabilities can be better balanced. This is precisely what happens in
the number field sieve.

5.5.2 Special number field sieve
Pollard in [72] showed how the ideas from Section 5.5.1 on page 24 can be
used with degree d > 2 to factor numbers of the form x3 − t, for small |t|, while
using a unique factorization domain Z[α] for his example factorization of F7 .
Elsewhere (cf. his letter quoted above in Section 5.5 on page 23) he mentioned
that non-unique factorization and degree higher than three seem possible
and not too difficult. This was indeed shown to be the case in the
follow-up paper [55]. Using d = 5 and a rough first implementation of a generalized version of Pollard’s method, several previously unfactored composites
from the Cunningham tables [28, 12] were factored. Many of these numbers
were at the time out of reach of the multiple polynomial quadratic sieve or its
faster self-initializing variant. Several cases were encountered where Z[α] was
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not a unique factorization domain and had to be replaced by the ring of integers
of Q(α) to get unique factorization. These early experiments culminated in the
summer of 1990 in the factorization of F9 , reported by the author, Lenstra,
Manasse and Pollard in [56]. Since then much more refined implementations
have been used to obtain a string of factorization records for Cunningham numbers, most recently the shared factorizations from [45] mentioned in the introduction (which also uses one of the ideas from [22], described in Section 5.5.4
on page 43). Pollard’s method, now known as the special number field sieve, is
at this point in time still the state of the art for the factorization of Cunningham
and other numbers of a similar special form.
Relations in the special number field sieve. A relation in the original variants
of the number field sieve [72, 55] is a higher degree variation of the homomorphic equivalence (5.20) on page 29 encountered in the Gaussian integer method
in Section 5.5.1 on page 24, with the prime q replaced by the composite n to
be factored: when Relation (5.20) is divided by its left-hand side, an equation
similar to the one in Condition (5.1) on page 3 is obtained (with w = v = 1):
 Y
 Y

Y
p−ea,b,p
ϕ(u)ea,b,u
ϕ(gp )ea,b,p mod n.
1≡
p≤B

u∈U

p∈P

With π(B) + |U| + |P| + ω such equations (with ω the oversquareness as in
Section 5.2.1 on page 2) the composite n can most likely be factored.
As set forth in Section 5.5.1, Relation (5.20) requires simultaneous smooth
ness, for coprime integers a, b, of the integers a − bm and N(a − bα) = bd f ab
where f (m) ≡ 0 mod n for an irreducible, degree d polynomial f (X) ∈ Z[X]
with f (α) = 0. Because |a| and |b| will be relatively small, the smoothness
probabilities depend on the size of m, the degree d, and the sizes of the coefficients of f (X). In the Gaussian integer method the size-issue was addressed by
replacing m by yz for smaller y and z, and by taking f (X) = X 2 − t for small |t|.
In the special number field sieve it is done by considering a similar polynomial
of degree larger than two, and by considering only specific n-values.
Special numbers. Pollard in [72] targeted composites of the form x3 − k for
small |k|. In [55] this was generalized to xD − k for small positive integers D
and |k|. Examples of such composites are the Cunningham numbers, with factorizations tabulated in [28, 12] and to the present day the subject of intense
computations. Given a composite n = xD − k and a targeted degree d, a polynomial f (X) = X d − t ∈ Z[X] and integer m with f (m) ≡ 0 mod n are easily
found by taking the smallest integer ` such that `d ≥ D and putting t = kx`d−D
and m = x` .
The choice of d leads to a trade-off between the smoothness probabilities of

a − bm and bd f ab , with larger d leading to smaller a − bm but faster growth
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of |bd f ab | for larger a- and b-values. This trade-off is analyzed further below.
It leads to a d-value that grows as a function of n and smoothness probabilities

of a − bm and bd f ab that are better balanced than in the Gaussian integers
method.
With f (X) = X d − t, deriving Relation (5.20) on page 29 from a pair (a −

bm, bd f ba ) of smooth integers works as described in Section 5.5.1 on page 24,
assuming that Z[α] is a unique factorization domain. If the latter is not the
case the general number field sieve approach (cf. below) may be used while
still exploiting the favorable smoothness probabilities resulting from the polynomial X d − t (compared to the polynomials that normally occur in the general number field sieve). Alternatively, as suggested in [55, Section 3] and as
done for several of the factorizations obtained in [55], the search-based approach from Section 5.5.1 can still be used, but with Z[α] replaced by 1c Z[α]

for an appropriately chosen small c ∈ Z>1 (and with ϕ redefined as ϕ a−bα
=
c
(a − bm)(c−1 mod n) mod n).
Finding relations. Pairs of coprime integers a, b (with b ≥ 0) such that a − bm

and bd f ba = ad − tbd are both smooth are normally found using a two-stage
sieving process. Commonly, everything related to a − bm is referred to as the

rational side, and everything related to bd f ba as the algebraic side. With the
notation from Section 5.2.3 on page 5 let L[ 2r , β] be the smoothness bound

(without loss of generality shared for the smoothness of a − bm and of bd f ab ),
where r > 0 and β > 0 are specified in the analysis below. Furthermore, assume
that coprime pairs of integers a, b with |a| ≤ L[ 2r , γa ] and 0 ≤ b ≤ L[ 2r , γb ] must
be considered, with, without loss of generality, γa ≥ γb and γa + γb = 2β (cf.
Section 5.2.3 and the analysis below). Under this standard assumption on the
size L[ 2r , γa + γb ] = L[ 2r , 2β] of the search space versus the smoothness bound
L[ 2r , β], the sieving effort equals L[ 2r , 2β] for both methods sketched below.
Line sieving. The first method to find relations, as used by the earliest implementations, is line sieving. Pollard in [72] used it in a first stage to locate pairs
of coprime integers a, b for which a − bm is smooth, and then, in the sec
ond stage, used trial division to inspect the corresponding values of bd f ba for
smoothness. In [55] line sieving was used in both stages, i.e., first to find pairs
of coprime integers a, b for which a − bm is (likely to be) smooth and next to

find the pairs for which bd f ba is smooth as well. This gave the number field
sieve its name. In line sieving, for b = 0, 1, 2, . . . , L[ 2r , γb ] in succession the entire line of a-values with |a| ≤ L[ 2r , γa ] is sieved. This is similar to Schroeppel’s
linear sieve where consecutively for each fixed j-value the interval of i-values
is processed.
The elementary line siever from [55] was used for, among others, the factorization of F9 reported in [56] and, after considerable improvements by Mont-
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gomery, for many other factorizations (see for instance [10]). The order of the
two sieving stages in the special number field sieve is explained by the fact
that on average the absolute values |a − bm| on the rational side are larger than

the absolute values |bd f ab | on the algebraic side: compared to the reverse order of sieving, fewer candidate locations resulting from the first sieve over the

|a − bm|-values remain to be inspected after the second sieve over the |bd f ab |
values. In the general number field sieve |bd f ab | is on average larger than
|a − bm| so that it becomes more efficient to reverse the order of the sieving

stages: there pairs of integers a, b for which bd f ba is likely to be smooth are
located first, and next the resulting set of pairs is further restricted to pairs for
which a − bm is smooth as well.
Lattice sieving. Unless γb is small, it is more efficient to use lattice sieving, as
suggested by Pollard in [73]. Lattice sieving was used for the first time in [38]
(for the general number field sieve), and has from that time on been used for
all record factorizations obtained using the special or the general number field
sieve (for the record reported in [19] both line sieving and lattice sieving were
used). In lattice sieving relation collection is split up, not according to disjoint
lines as in line sieving, but into non-disjoint subtasks specified by (prime, root)
pairs (q, z) for primes q relatively close to the smoothness bound L[ 2r , β]. The
prime q is often referred to as special prime or special q-prime. This has nothing to do with the “special” in special number field sieve; the prime q, however, is reminiscent of how Davis, Holdridge and Simmons managed to get
quadratic sieve to work, cf. Section 5.4.3 on page 18. In subtask (q, z) relations
are sought specified by pairs of coprime integers a, b for which ab ≡ z mod q.
Because a relation given by a pair of integers a, b may be found by different
subtasks (q, z) and (q̄, z̄) if ab ≡ z mod q and ab ≡ z̄ mod q̄, duplicates among the
relations must be removed. There are on the order of L[ 2r , β] (prime, root) pairs
for which the prime is close to L[ 2r , β], each of which is processed (typically in
parallel, in ranges of sequential q-values) until enough distinct relations have
been found. It follows that per (prime, root) pair effort at most L[ 2r , β] may be
spent. How this is achieved is described below.
Let (q, z) with q of order L[ 2r , β] be a fixed (prime, root) pair. In the special number field sieve (q, z) is typically chosen such that z ≡ m mod q and
subtask (q, z) results in pairs of coprime integers a, b with q dividing a − bm;
in the general number field sieve (q, z) is chosen such that f (z) ≡ 0 mod q so

that q divides bd f ab for the pairs a, b resulting from subtask (q, z). Without
loss of generality, assume that z ≡ m mod q and that γa = γb = β. The pairs
2
of integers a,
qb for
 which q divides a − bm form an index-q sublattice of Z
z
with basis { 0 , 1 } over Z: in subtask (q, z) only elements of this sublattice
are considered. Intersecting the sublattice with the original rectangular search
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space {(a, b) : |a| ≤ L[ 2r , β], 0 ≤ b ≤ L[ 2r , β]} results in a search space for
2L[ r ,2β]

2
subtask (q, z) that consists of approximately
= L[ 2r , β] elements. This
q
intersection is not calculated precisely, but only approximated in the sense that
a subtask search space is defined that should be approximately as effective as
2
the actual
q  z  intersection: first a reduced basis {u, v} ⊂ Z of the original basis { 0 , 1 } is found (i.e., the vectors u and v should have entries that are in
√
absolute
value close to q) after which the intersection is approximated as
a
{ b = iu + jv ∈ Z2 : |i| ≤ L[ 2r , β2 ], 0 ≤ j ≤ L[ 2r , β2 ]}. The subtask search space

is then defined as the rectangle {(i, j) : |i| ≤ L[ 2r , β2 ], 0 ≤ j ≤ L[ 2r , β2 ]} in the

(i, j)-plane, with each pair (i, j) identified with the a, b pair ab = iu + jv with
a
b ≡ z mod q.
Sieving by vectors. The above new rectangle of size 2L[ 2r , β2 ] × L[ 2r , β2 ] =
L[ 2r , β] in the (i, j)-plane must be sieved with all L[ 2r , β] distinct (prime, root)
pairs (p, z p ) while spending effort L[ 2r , β], i.e., proportional to the size of the
subtask search space. This implies that line sieving can not be used because
it would consider all L[ 2r , β2 ] consecutive j-values (i.e., all lines in the new
rectangle; cf. [13]) and it would do so for for each of the L[ 2r , β] (prime, root)
pairs (p, z p ). Thus, line sieving would take effort at least L[ 2r , 23 β], which is
more than L[ 2r , β]. Instead, in the (i, j)-plane sieving with a (prime, root) pair
L[ r ,β]

(p, z p ) must be done in such a way that it takes effort at most 2p ; summation
over all (prime, root) pairs (p, z p ) then results in an upper bound L[ 2r , β] on the
total sieving effort (cf. Equation (5.4) on page 7).
As above, the points to be visited per pair (p, z p ) belong to an index-p sublattice of the (i, j)-plane. Those among them that belong to the new rectangle
in the (i, j)-plane are located in a manner similar to how that new rectangle
was defined: first a suitably reduced basis is determined for the index-p sublattice induced by (p, z p ) in the (i, j)-plane, after which the intersection with the
rectangle can be determined. Pollard in [73] refers to this approach as sieving
by vectors and poses the problem how to quickly generate the points in the
intersection. It was done crudely but fairly effectively in [9, 38] by considering small linear combinations of the vectors spanning the reduced bases; refer
to [36], however, for the solution to Pollard’s problem.
Speedup obtained by lattice sieving. When using lattice sieving with special
q-primes between B0 and B1 close to the smoothness bound L[ 2r , β], a fraction
B1
≈ log log
log B0 of the original search space is considered. The precise values depend on how much sieving (or over-sieving) one decides to do, but normally
speaking the fraction will be considerably less than one and far outweighs the
overhead inherent in sieving by vectors (as the latter requires a basis reduction
step for each (prime, root) pair (p, z p ) that must be sieved with). Another nega-
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tive effect is that relations for which a − bm is (B0 − 1)-smooth will be missed.
Overall, however, for large composites lattice sieving is to be preferred to line
sieving. It should be noted that when sieving the values that have a special
prime q as a fixed divisor, sieving is normally restricted to (prime, root) pair
(p, z p ) for which the prime p is less than q.
Free relations. With P and P as in Section 5.5.1 on page 24, if during the
construction of P a prime p ∈ P is encountered such that f (X) splits into linear
Q
factors modulo p, a free relation is obtained. Let f (X) = z (X − z)ez mod p
for distinct integers z ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} and strictly positive integers ez . For
each of these integers z, define p p,z as the first degree prime ideal of norm p
generated by p and z − α. Then the ideal generated by p equals the product of
z
the ideals pep,z
. With P p the set containing all these ideals p p,z it follows that
Q
z
(p) = p p,z ∈P p pep,z
which is, with a = p, b = 0, and e p,0,p p,z = ez , an equation
of the same form as Equation (5.17) on page 27. This leads to a useful relation
because p ∈ P and P p ⊂ P. The fraction of relations that thus comes for free
is inversely proportional to the degree of the splitting field of f (X).
Heuristic asymptotic analysis of the special number field sieve. In the analysis below the second argument used in the L-notation introduced in Section 5.2.2 on page 4 often involves an o(1)-term, for D → ∞ where n =
xD − k; this term is silently ignored. Let r, ψr ∈ R>0 be such that max(|a −
bm|, |bd f ( ba )|) ≤ L[r, ψr ], and let s, β ∈ R>0 be such that the largest of the
two smoothness bounds is upper bounded by L[s, β] (zero arguments can be
seen not to work). Thus, it suffices to find L[s, β] + L[s, β] = L[s, β] coprime
(a, b) pairs that satisfy the smoothness requirements. Furthermore, dependencies must be found in a sparse L[s, β] × L[s, β]-matrix, at cost L[s, 2β] (cf.
Section 5.2.5 on page 7).
With the smoothness probabilities from Section 5.2.2 and heuristically as
suming that the values a − bm and bd f ab behave as independent random integers, it is expected that to find a single satisfactory coprime (a, b) pair, it suffices to consider L[r − s, ψ s ] random pairs, for some ψ s ∈ R>0 . Because L[s, β]
pairs suffice, at most L[s, β]L[r − s, ψ s ] pairs have to be inspected, which is
minimized for s = 2r (cf. this repeats the argument given just before Expression (5.3) on page 5).

The trade-off between the smoothness probabilities of a − bm and bd f ba
now determines the values for r and the degree d. It follows from max(|a −
1
bm|, |bd f ( ab )|) ≤ L[r, ψr ] that m ≤ L[r, ψ] for some ψ ∈ R>0 . With m ≈ n d =
1
e d log n , this bound on m implies that d ≈ δ( logloglogn n )1−r , where δ = ψ1 . With
a search space that contains L[ 2r , β + ψ s ] pairs (a, b) and given the symmetry
of |a| and b in |bd f ( ab )|, both |a| and b may be upper bounded by L[ 2r , γ] for
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r
s
d
some γ ≥ β+ψ
2 , so that max(|a|, b) = L[1 − 2 , γδ]. Balancing the upper bounds
a
d
for |a − bm| and |b f ( b )|, leads to the optimal choice r = 1 − 2r , and thus r = 32 .
In terms of the L-notation, no savings can be obtained when different smoothness bounds are used for |a − bm| and |bd f ( ba )|, so let L[ 13 , β] be the smoothness
bound for both. With |a| and b both bounded by L[ 13 , γ] and m by L[ 23 , ψ] and
heuristically assuming random behavior and independence, the values a − bm
ψ
γδ
]L[ 13 , − 3β
], so
and |bd f ( ba )| are both L[ 13 , β]-smooth with probability L[ 13 , − 3β
1
that a total of L[ 13 , β + ψ+γδ
3β ] pairs must be inspected to find L[ 3 , β] satisfactory

2
ones (and ψ s = ψ+γδ
3β ). This is minimized when 3β = ψ + γδ and thus results,
with effort L[ 31 , 0] per smoothness test (cf. Section 5.2.4 on page 6), in effort
L[ 31 , 2 max(β, γ)] to find the required (a, b) pairs. Taking γ = β and noting that
this satisfies all the above boundary conditions, and including the cost L[ 13 , 2β]
to find the dependencies, it follows that the overall effort is L[ 13 , 2β], which
remains to be minimized under
the condition 3ψβ2 − β − ψ2 = 0. The single
p

2
1
positive root β = 6ψ 1 + 1 + 12ψ3 attains its minimal value β = ( 23 ) 3 for
1

1

1

3
ψ = ( 23 ) 3 (and thus δ = ( 23 ) 3 ). The resulting overall effort is L[ 13 , ( 32
9 ) ].
More general polynomials with constant coefficients. The above analysis
of the relation collection and linear algebra effort applies for n → ∞ as long
as the absolute values of the coefficients of the polynomial f (X) are bounded
by a constant. Even though the algorithm as described in this section may not
apply to such more general polynomials (because the search for generators of
the first degree prime ideals may fail) one nevertheless says that the special
number field sieve applies to n-values that admit polynomials with coefficients
bounded by a constant. For these somewhat more general n-values the search
for generators may be replaced by the more general approach used for the
general number field sieve and described in Section 5.5.3 below.
Large prime relations. Relations involving large primes play a much more
prominent role in the number field sieve than in earlier general purpose factoring methods, because large primes can relatively easily be found on the rational
side (i.e., large primes dividing a − bm) and on the algebraic side (i.e., large

primes dividing bd f ba ). Depending on the number of large primes allowed,
the number of pairs to be inspected after the sieving may increase considerably,
resulting in relatively costly cofactor processing (for which other factoring algorithms, including the elliptic curve method and quadratic sieve, turn out to be
useful). The presence of large primes also complicates the linear algebra step
(cf. the discussion in Section 5.2.6 on page 8 on filtering and Montgomery’s
contributions to it) and even deciding if enough relations have been collected
becomes a more cumbersome process. Overall, however, usage of large primes
leads to a considerable speedup (which, as usual, disappears in the o(1) in the
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L-notation). Refer to [34] for the earliest results (which were, back then, found
to be rather surprising) and to [62, 45] for the most recent ones.

5.5.3 General number field sieve
Though it had not escaped at least one of the authors of [55] that, if a number of
obstructions are ignored, an approach and analysis similar to the special number field sieve could apply to arbitrary composites, Joe Buhler and Pomerance
were the first who dared to publicly suggest this. Their optimism turned out
to be justified: after several obstacles had been resolved, the general number
field sieve became a reality in the early 1990s. As a result (as shown below
and with the usual vigorous handwaving) the expected general purpose fac 31
] ≈
toring effort was reduced, quite spectacularly, from L[ 12 , 1] to L[ 13 , 64
9
L[ 13 , 1.9223], for n → ∞. This is a bit worse than the special number field
 13
sieve’s L[ 13 , 32
] ≈ L[ 13 , 1.5263] but not overly so. Given the proven prac9
ticality of the special number field sieve, some expected that its generalization would soon turn out to be practical as well – and quite possibly replace
quadratic sieve as the best practical general purpose factoring method.
Despite the encouraging remarks in [14, Section 1], this expectation was not
generally shared. Initial experiments were indeed hardly encouraging. In [9] a
66-digit general number was factored (using lattice sieving, cf. Section 5.5.2
on page 30) in a few hours on a MasPar supercomputer (cf. Section 5.4.4 on
page 19), where quadratic sieve took only a few minutes. This compares very
poorly to the performance of the special number field sieve, which had been
used to obtain the record factorization of F9 , an achievement that was far beyond the capacity of quadratic sieve. Neither were the results reported in [13]
competitive, but it is not clear if sieving by vectors was used in the lattice
sieving from [13] (as required to get the right performance). The first more
encouraging estimate appeared in [32, Section 1], confirmed by an experiment
reported in [38, Section 5] suggesting that the 129-digit quadratic sieve factorization reported in [6], at that point in time the state of the art in general
purpose factoring, could have been achieved at about a third of the effort using
the general number field sieve.
In 1996 the general number field sieve finally replaced quadratic sieve as the
state-of-the-art general purpose factoring method for non-special numbers as
well: the factorization of a 130-digit general composite took an effort that was,
according to [27], “a fraction of what was spent on the previous record” (of the
129-digit composite in [6]), and used the advantageous effect, as had already
been reported in [34], of the use of multiple large primes on both the rational
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and algebraic side. Probably the most prominent factorization achieved with
the general number field sieve is still the 1999 factorization of a 512-bit cryptographic modulus, in [19]. For 512-bit numbers it thus took almost a decade
to close the gap between “special” and “general”. The latter factorization required a 500-fold larger effort than the former, so this gap was not entirely
closed by Moore’s law. The current general number field sieve factorization
record stands at 768 bits [44]1 . There is a 400-fold effort gap between the current special number field sieve record (which stands at about 1200 bits) and
a general 1024-bit composite (the factorization of which could have practical
implications). Actually closing this gap using current methods would result in
a power-bill that can not – or hardly – be justified by the importance of the
resulting factorization: it would be preferable to have a significantly improved
method before embarking on a general 1024-bit factorization. Unfortunately,
however, factoring developments over the last two decades have been disappointing. Thus, it seems there comes no end to the number field sieve’s “day in
the sun” [14, Section 1]: true progress in general purpose factoring has come
to a standstill since the publication of [14] and [22]. The sole exception is [86],
but as it relies on the as yet uncertain realization of quantum computing it has
no practical implications, yet.
Polynomial selection. Finding a suitable polynomial for arbitrary n is easy;
finding a good polynomial is much harder and figuring out how to actually
use it to factor n is yet another story (part of which is told below). Indeed, for
1
any composite n and d ∈ Z>0 , any integer m close to but less than n d may be
P
Pd
chosen, after which f (X) may be defined as i=0 fi X i where n = di=0 fi mi is
the base m representation of n (i.e., fi ∈ Z and 0 ≤ fi < m, for 0 ≤ i ≤ d).
If luck has it that the resulting f (X) is not irreducible (this has not happened
1
yet in practice), a factorization of n may follow right away. The order m ≈ n d
estimate of the coefficients of f (X) (as used in the analysis below) gives only
a rough impression of the relative performance of a particular choice. Initially
mostly due to the efforts by Montgomery, selecting and distinguishing more
effective parameters for the number field sieve has grown into an active area of
research, to which Chapter 6 is devoted.
No matter how carefully a polynomial f (X) has been selected, however, the
1
rough estimate m ≈ n d for its coefficients is inescapable, generally speaking.
This leads, unavoidably, to a rather ill-behaved number field Q(α) where the
approach sketched in Section 5.5.1 on page 24 meets with a number of obstructions that looked, in the late 1980s, hard to overcome. For instance, although
obtaining the prime ideal factorization of the ideal (a−bα) as in Equation (5.17)
1

The current general number field sieve record for the computation of discrete logarithms over
prime fields also stands at 768 bits [46]
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on page 27 is still possible, turning it into Equation (5.19) on page 28 (as required to obtain Relation (5.20) on page 29) requires finding generators in Z[α]
(or in 1c Z[α], for some integer c) for the units and the prime ideals in P. For
general number fields – as may be expected given a defining polynomial with
1
coefficients of order n d – it is not even feasible to write down such generators [55, Section 9], let alone find them (and the primitive search described in
Section 5.5.1 would most certainly be inadequate).
While joint efforts were underway to remove the obstructions, which seemed
possible but cumbersome [14], Leonard Adleman proposed an elegant and deceptively simple solution in [2]. This led to the approach sketched below.
Relations in the general number field sieve. In the general number field sieve
relations are given by coprime pairs of integers a, b for which the integers

a − bm and bd f ba are both smooth, just as in the special number field sieve. In
the latter, relations are turned into identities modulo n between two products
by applying ϕ to the relations themselves. Sufficiently many modular identities can then be combined into a single identity modulo n between two squares:
an integer square on the left-hand side with on the right-hand side the square
of the product of a (large) number of ϕ-values of elements of Z[α]. This approach requires turning Equation (5.17), for each pair a, b under consideration,
into something with a right-hand side to which ϕ can be applied, such as Equation (5.19). As mentioned above and as shown in [55] that works if the polynomial f (X) defining the number field has a particularly nice form, but as elaborated upon in [14] (and mentioned above) it is problematic for general f (X).
As discussed in [14] there are several ways to overcome this problem, the most
convenient one of which is using Adleman’s quadratic characters.
Remark. More general descriptions of the general number field sieve no longer
refer to a rational side (for a − bm) and an algebraic side (for bd f ( ab )) but
replace a − bm by bd̄ g( ba ) for a polynomial g(X) ∈ Z[X] of degree d̄ ≥ 1 that
has modulo n a root m in common with f (X). The methods described in this
chapter apply to this more general situation as well. Refer to Chapter 6 for a
discussion on more general pairs of polynomials.
Quadratic characters. In [2] Adleman proposed to construct the above identity modulo n between two squares in a different manner: an integer square
on the left-hand side, as above, but on the right-hand side the square of the
ϕ-value of an element of Z[α]. In this way the application of ϕ is postponed
as long as possible, and everything “on the right-hand side” stays in Z[α] until the last moment. To get this to work in a naive fashion, sets S of pairs of
Q
coprime integers a, b would have to be found such that (a,b)∈S (a − bm) ∈ Z
Q
is the square of some x ∈ Z, and such that η = (a,b)∈S (a − bα) ∈ Z[α] is
√
a square so that η ∈ Z[α] can be computed; the required modular identity
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√
x2 ≡ y2 mod n would then follow with y = ϕ( η). Unfortunately, this does not
√
work, due to the fourth obstruction listed in [14, Section 6], namely that η
does not necessarily belong to Z[α]. But, as also shown in [14, Section 6],
this can easily be fixed: with f 0 (X) the derivative of the polynomial f (X) it
√
is the case that f 0 (α) η belongs to Z[α] and the modular identity becomes
√
( f 0 (m)x)2 ≡ ϕ( f 0 (α) η)2 mod n.
Q
The condition on (a,b)∈S (a − bm) is equivalent to a dependency modulo 2
among the exponent vectors of the factorizations of the smooth values a − bm,
Q
as usual. The condition on η = (a,b)∈S (a − bα) is only slightly more involved.
In the first place, if f 0 (α)2 η is a square in Z[α] the sum of exponent vectors
(ea,b,p )p∈P as in Equation (5.17) on page 27 is a vector with all even entries.
This condition is equivalent to the usual dependency modulo 2 among the vecQ

tors (ea,b,p )p∈P (which is a stronger condition than just (a,b)∈S bd f ab being a
Q
square). Furthermore, if f 0 (α)2 η is a square in Z[α] then (a,b)∈S (a − bzq ) is
a square modulo q, for any prime, root pair (q, zq ) with q prime and f (zq ) ≡
0 mod q [14, Section 8]. But, these are only necessary conditions for f 0 (α)2 η
to be a square in Z[α].
As shown in [2], an effective version of the converse is true too: f 0 (α)2 η is
most likely a square in Z[α] if the vectors (ea,b,p )p∈P are dependent modulo 2,
Q
and if (a,b)∈S (a − bzq ) is a square modulo q for sufficiently many (q, zq ) pairs
as above for which f 0 (zq ) . 0 mod q and for which the first degree prime ideal
generated by q and zq − α does not belong to P. Refer to [14, Section 8] for the
number of prime, root pairs that suffices in theory; in practice one commonly
Q
uses 64 or 128 pairs. To enforce the condition that (a,b)∈S (a − bzq ) is a square
modulo q, for each (q, zq )-pair each vector (ea,b,p )p∈P includes an additional bit
with value zero if a − bzq is a square modulo q and with value one otherwise.
√
It remains to compute f 0 (α) η ∈ Z[α].
Q
Computing square roots in the number field sieve. Let η = (a,b)∈S (a−bα) ∈
Z[α] be an element of known smooth norm for which it is known that f 0 (α)2 η
is the square of an element of Z[α]. Several methods have been proposed to
√
√
compute the latter element f 0 (α) η ∈ Z[α] or just ϕ( f 0 (α) η) ∈ Z/nZ (which
would suffice for the present application); refer to [89] for a recent discussion.
A direct approach would be to calculate the quadratic polynomial X 2 −
f 0 (α)2 η ∈ Z[α][X] and to factor it over Q(α) using a standard (polynomialtime) method to do so; refer to [14, Section 9] and [89] for references and an
extensive discussion of this method. Back in the early 1990s it was deemed to
be infeasible, but at this point in time it enjoys renewed interest, simply because
these days symbolic algebra packages seem to be able to handle the resulting
problems (involving rather large coefficients) without too much trouble. If it
works, it is certainly quite convenient.
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The first method to be used in practice (in [9]) was due to Jean-Marc Couveignes [26]. It requires d to be odd, is based on the use of Chinese remain√
dering, and produces ϕ( f 0 (α) η) ∈ Z/nZ. Let Q be a product of distinct
Q
primes such that 2 bounds the absolute values of the integer coefficients of
√
f 0 (α) η and such that f (X) remains irreducible modulo each q dividing Q.
Here it is assumed that such a Q can be found, but see [26] and [14, Section 9]. For any prime q dividing Q it is the case that (Z/qZ)[X]/( f (X)) is
√
isomorphic to the finite field Fqd of qd elements, so that ± f 0 (α) η mod q can
√
easily be computed in Fqd . The root f 0 (α) η ∈ Z[α] can then be computed by
combining (using Chinese remaindering) the roots modulo all primes q dividing Q, where the sign-ambiguity (i.e., which of the two choices modulo q to
use) is resolved using norm-calculations and the fact that d is odd. As shown
√
in [26] (and used in [9]) the calculation of f 0 (α) η ∈ Z[α] (with huge coefficients, in absolute value only bounded by Q2 ) can be avoided in a neat way
√
and ϕ( f 0 (α) η) ∈ Z/nZ can be calculated directly without requiring arithmetic with numbers larger than n2 . Although it is conceptually quite simple
and allows (to a large extent) parallelization, the disadvantage of Couveignes’
method is that it works only for odd d and, more importantly, that the effort
involved grows quadratically with the number of primes dividing Q.
Montgomery’s square root method. Both disadvantages were addressed by
the method proposed in 1994 by Montgomery in [63]. Since its initial development it has not led to any new insights or algorithms, because it is perfectly
satisfactory as is: currently it is still the method of choice for practical applications (but see also the combination of the direct approach and Couveignes’
method in [89, Section 4]).
A proper description of the method can be found in Montgomery’s own
paper [63] and in [66]. Here the following rough description suffices.
Q
√
Let η = (a,b)∈S (a − bα) ∈ Z[α] be such that f 0 (α) η ∈ Z[α], as above,
Q
and thus the ideal generated by η equals a product p∈P p2ep (for integers ep )
of squared first degree prime ideals, with P as in Section 5.5.1 on page 24.
Montgomery’s square root is an iterative process that builds the desired square
root in Z[α] by patiently – and measurably – chipping away parts of η. Initialize the square-root-to-be ς ∈ Z[α] as one. The basic idea is to remove a
product of some of the squared prime ideals from η, find a generator in Z[α]
of an ideal contained in the product of the (non-squared) ideals, to multiply the
square-root-to-be ς by that generator, and to iterate until η has become small
enough to further compute its square root directly. This works, except that the
newly found generator may contain a factor not contained in the product of
ideals, so per iteration η may have to be corrected by the square of the inverse
of that spurious factor. To make this correction step less cumbersome, η is con-
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structed in a different way (though equivalent from the point of view of the
linear algebra), namely as a quotient of two similar products as above, with
approximately equal norms in the numerator and the denominator:
Q
(a,b)∈S num (a − bα)
η= Q
(a,b)∈S den (a − bα)
which leads to
Q
p2ep
p∈P
η = Q num 2e
p
p∈Pden p
with Pnum ∪ Pden = P. With ςnum , ςden ∈ Z[α] and a spurious factor s ∈ Z, all
with initial value equal to one, this leads to the following slightly more precise
Q
description. If the norm of the ideal p∈Pnum p2ep is small enough, then compute
the square root ς directly and replace ςnum by ςnum ς. Otherwise, let P0 be a
Q
subset of Pnum such that the ideal I = p∈P0 pep has a norm in some targeted
interval and such that p s ∈ P0 if s , 1. Identifying I with a lattice (for which a
basis is easily constructed given the (prime, root) generators of the first degree
prime ideals in P0 ), a short vector ς in the lattice is found (using, for instance
a basis reduction algorithm [52]). The short vector ς can be interpreted as an
element of Z[α] and the ideal (ς) is contained in the ideal I. To check equality
of those two ideals, the spurious factor s is replaced by the quotient of the
norms of the ideals (ς) and I. If s , 1, then the proper ideal p s of norm s
is located (i.e., p s I = (ς)) and Pden is replaced by Pden ∪ p s , with eps = 1.
Finally, Pnum is replaced by Pnum − P0 and ςnum is replaced by ςnum ς. Once
ςnum has been updated, repeat the process with the roles of (Pnum , ςnum ) and
(Pden , ςden ) reversed.
The targeted interval for the norm of I (i.e., the choice of P0 ) is probably
best determined empirically. It has been proved that per iteration the loss (i.e.,
the spurious factor s) is relatively small compared to the gain (i.e., the norm
of I), and the method requires effort roughly proportional to the size of P.
Heuristic asymptotic analysis of the general number field sieve. The analysis of the general number field sieve proceeds along the same lines as the analysis of the special number field sieve. The main difference occurs when bound
ing |bd f ab |, which is here bounded by (d+1)m max(|a|, b)d = L[ 32 , ψ]L[ 13 , γ]d =
L[ 23 , ψ + γδ]. It follows that a total of L[ 13 , β + 2ψ+γδ
3β ] pairs (a, b) must be in2
spected, which is minimized when 3β = 2ψ + γδ. With γ = β this leads to
the modified quadratic equation 3ψβ2 − β − 2ψ2 = 0 with a single positive root
p

1
1
1
β = 6ψ
1 + 1 + 24ψ3 which attains its minimal value β = 89 3 for ψ = 13 3 .
 13
1
The overall effort becomes L[ 13 , 64
] with δ = 3 3 .
9
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5.5.4 Coppersmith’s modifications
Two variants of the general number field sieve were proposed by Coppersmith
in [22]. At this point in time (and in the public domain) neither of these methods has proved to be practical yet, though an obvious adaptation of Coppersmith’s second method to special numbers was shown to be practical [45].
Using more number fields per composite. The first method lowers the gen√
1
 13
3
eral number field effort from L[ 13 , 64
] ≈ L[ 13 , 1.9223] to L[ 31 , (92+263 13) ] ≈
9
1
L[ 13 , 1.9019] using a conceptually straighforward idea. For any m ≈ n d and
degree d polynomial f (X) ∈ Z[X] with f (m) ≡ 0 mod n (with coefficients of
order m) many similar degree d polynomials can easily be constructed, for instance by adding multiples in Z[X] of X − m to f (X). Assume that λ such polynomials have been selected, giving rise to λ distinct algebraic numbers fields,
say Q(α1 ), Q(α2 ), . . ., Q(αλ ). For any coprime pair a, b of integers for which
a−bm is smooth there are λ (assumed to be) independent chances for one of the
ideals (a−bαi ) to be smooth (as in Equation (5.17) on page 27, with P replaced
by Pi ). Per smooth a − bm, as many distinct vectors will result as there are disP
tinct smooth prime ideals, where the vectors are (|P| + λi=1 |Pi |)-dimensional:
|P| coordinates for the exponents on the rational side plus |Pi | coordinates for
each of the λ number fields, where per relation only one of the λ latter parts
contains non-zero entries.
In [22], the optimal λ-value is derived (as ≈ L[ 13 , 0.1250]) along with the
|P|
smoothness bounds |P| ≈ L[ 31 , 1.9019
2 ] and |Pi | = λ for 1 ≤ i ≤ λ, which then
leads to the effort cited above. Sieving can be used on the rational side to find
the pairs for which a − bm is smooth. With λ > 1 it follows from the relative
sizes of the rational and algebraic smoothness bounds that on the algebraic
sides sieving has to be replaced by elliptic curve-based smoothness testing (cf.
Section 5.2.4 on page 6).
Factorization factory. This method exploits the idea that distinct composites
may share a database of smooth values on the rational side. Actually creating
such a database could have severe implications
because it would reduce the
√ 1
1 20+8 6  3
] ≈ L[ 13 , 1.6386], which is getting
individual factoring effort to L[ 3 ,
9
close to the effort required by the special number field sieve. The catch√ is that
1
63
this low effort can only be achieved after a preparatory effort L[ 31 , 12+5
]≈
3
1
L[ 3 , 2.0069] to build the database, and that it requires an amount of permanent
storage that is proportional to the individual factoring effort: as it refers to
storage, this can only be interpreted as staggering.
As above, pairs a, b for which a − bm is smooth may be used for different
polynomials, but in the present case the polynomials are targeted at different
N
composites to be factored. Let m = 2 d for some targeted bit size N, and sup-
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pose that in a preparatory sieving step a sufficiently large set S of coprime
pairs a, b has been collected for which a − bm is smooth. Any N-bit composite n (which does not have to be known before the preparatory step is carried

out) can then be factored by first finding pairs a, b in S for which bd f ab is
smooth (for a polynomial f (X) ∈ Z[X] with f (m) ≡ 0 mod n, constructed in
the usual manner), after which the linear algebra and square root steps can be
carried out in the usual manner. As mentioned in [22] (and analyzed in detail
in [31]), optimization leads to matching relatively small rational and algebraic
smoothness bounds (both ≈ L[ 31 , 0.8193], proportional to the square root of the
individual factoring effort), but a relatively large rational sieving rectangle (of
size ≈ L[ 31 , 2.0069]) to allow collection of sufficiently many smooth values on
the rational side. As above, sieving can not be used on the algebraic side.
Refer to [45] for a limited scale application of the factorization factory idea
where the roles of the rational and algebraic sides are reversed: two examples
are presented of a single special polynomial f (X) that is shared by several
Mersenne numbers (for a number of different roots per polynomial).

5.6 Provable methods
This chapter is concluded with a brief description of the relatively poor state of
the art in general purpose factoring algorithms that allow a rigorous analysis.
None of the rigorous methods below has ever been proved practical.
No general purpose factoring method is known for which the expected asymptotic effort is provably of the form L[r, c] for r < 21 (and constant c ∈ R>0 ). All
methods below require effort L[ 12 , c], for various constants c ∈ R>0 , and they
all rely on Pomerance’s rigorous version of the elliptic curve-based smoothness
test from [75] mentioned in Section 5.2.4 on page 6.
So far, the only general purpose factoring method in this chapter for which
the analysis does not involve heuristic arguments is Dixon’s random squares
method from Section√5.3.1 on page 11 with a provable expected asymptotic
factoring effort L[ 21 , 2]. Brigitte Vallée has shown in [90] how to improve
Dixon’s random squares method by still choosing the random integers v almost uniformly but such that the least absolute remainder v2 modqn is of order
2

only n 3 . This results in a provable expected factoring effort L[ 12 , 43 ] (cf. Section 5.2.7 on page 11).
Further lowering the effort seems to require using the approach initiated
by Martin Seysen in [84]. It replaces Dixon’s random integers v by random
quadratic forms of negative discriminant ∆ = −n, while still using the familiar
two-step approach from Section 5.2.1 on page 2. As informally shown in [53,
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sections 2.C and 4.10-4.14] smooth forms can be combined (using linear algebra) to produce ambiguous forms, and thereby most likely a factorization
of |∆| = n. Because smoothness of the forms used depends on smoothness of
√
integers of order n, this leads to factoring effort L[ 12 , 1] in the usual manner
(cf. Section 5.2.7). The generalized Riemann hypothesis can be used to ensure

that sufficiently many small primes p exist for which ∆p = 1 (the only ones
that can occur in smooth forms), which then leads to a rigorous but conditional
effort L[ 12 , 1] [51] (see also [53, 4.14]). The dependence on the Riemann hypothesis was removed by Lenstra and Pomerance, in [60]. This is, a quarter of
a century later, still the state of the art in provable general purpose factoring.
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